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ABSTRACT 
The literature, i·�·, minutes of conference, data reports and 
other records, pertaining to the 1963 Chesapeake Bay fish kills has been 
reviewed in detail. Data concerning the few 1964 fish kills in Virginia 
waters are also appended. The various theories concerning the cause(s) of 
the kills have been carefully examined. All evidence indicates that the 
fishes killed, died as a result of interaction between unfavorable environ-
mental factors and, in most species, bacterial disease (protozoan disease 
in 1964). Among the likely environmental stresses involved were: 1) severe 
hydroclimate, i·�·, rapidly changing temperatures, high salinities due to 
drought, 2) low and high oxygens, 3) algal competition and 4) perhaps, 
population pressures induced by too many fishes per unit volume of water 
( 11salinity compression 11 in \·1hite perch). These stresses probably affected 
the fishes adversely in a direct fashion and in addition allowed or caused 
normally non-pathogenic or low-level pathogenic bacteria and/or protozoans 
present in the fishes to become pathogenic and cause the mass mortalities 
(or add to the severity of the mortalities). 
Though populations of fishes available to fishermen were evident-
ly not lowered seriously by these mortalities, economic hardship and losses 
to the resort operators were a direct and obvious result. 
Severe algal blooms in the upper tidal Potomac from Maryland 
Point inland caused by overfertilization--secondary pollution, were almost 
certainly involved in the 1963 Potomac fish kill v1hich began earliest and 
was most severe. Other algal blooms, i·�·, red tides, may have been in-
volved in fish kills elsewhere. This recurring and worsening condition is 
serious in the Potomac and other Chesapeake tributaries, affecting not only 
fishes and invertebrates but many other aesthetically and economically 
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valuable attributes of the estuary, It must be dealt uith as quickly 
as possible. 
Several recommendations are possible: 
1) Existing restrictions (if any) on the catching of white
perch should be lifted. In fact, their catching should
be encouraged. Perhaps purposeful control measures should
be considered.
2) Resort owners and communities should develop workable and
3) 
well-publicized beach clean-up plans.
The proper agencies should be notified promptly of kills
in the future. (Scientific and management agencies usually
learn of them too late to learn anything.)
4) A better warning system should be developed within the
state agency system. (Some efforts along these lines
were begun in 1954.)
5) The overfertilization problem, now severe in the Potomac
and of increasing importance there and elsewhere in Bay
1:Jaters, must be solved as quickly as possible.
Engineering research is definitely needed. 
6) Because of the lack of clear scientific information on
the causes of the kills and the consequent lack of
ability to recommend specific preventive techniques or
to recognize their meaning and seriousness,.:!:_.�., severe
fish kills are often indicative of poor water quality,
additional biological, chemical and physical research
is needed. Of especial importance are studies of the
physiology of fishes and the precise effects of physical
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environmental factors and disease on them. 
Until the causes are recognized, standards cannot be es-
tablished and management agencies cannot be effective in predicting, pre-
venting--or even diagnosing, fish mortalities. 
Mass mortalities of fishes, overfertilization, contamination, 
and other debilitating and destructive occurrences are increasing in the 
valuable estuarine environment of the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. 
Both Maryland and Virginia should take the necessary steps to halt this 
degradation before it becomes actually impossible or economically un-
feasible to do so. 
This brief abstract is included for convenience. The actual 
account of the analysis of the data concerning this mass mortality is quite 
lengthy and detailed but because it comprises the data and inferential work, 
it is included despite its length. 
Respectfully submitted, 
/;ik/ff;;';,_v,;;;:�) ;r:{z,���) C)
,, ,. . {I I /--
William J. Hargis, Jr. 
Chairman of the Committee and Director >
Virginia Institute of Marine Science 
Milton T. Hickman, 
Commissioner of Fisheries of Virginia 
E. C. Meredith, Director
Engineering Division,
Virginia Department of Health
A. H. Faessler, Executive Secretary 
Virginia Water Control Board 
The 1963 Chesapeake Bay Fish Mortalities with notes on other Chesap8ake Bay 
Mortalities. 
REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE 
ON THE 
1963 POTOMAC RIVER FISH KILL 
INTRODUCTION 
In the summer of 1963, a massive fish mortality on the Potomac 
River prompted citizens and local officials of the areas affected, mostly 
around Colonial Beach and upriver , to seek help from their state and 
national representatives and the Governor's office. As a result, Governor 
Harrison called a meeting of the agencies involved and established a com-
mittee to study the problem and report on the cause or causes and suggest 
remedies. The committee consisted of representatives of the State Water 
Control Board , the Department of Health, the Commission of Fisheries and 
the Virginia Institute of Marine Science. A similar but larger committee 
was established by Governor Tawes of Ma11yland to study not only the Potomac 
disaster but other mortalities in upper Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries 
as well. Several meetings of these committee� separately and together, 
ensued. The several meetings were listed in chronological order in the 
interim report to the Governo1" of Virginia dated 15 August 1963 which is 
appended hereto. 
As a result of these meetings , studies of the literature and 
11after-the-fact 11 field studies, a number of biological and physical facts 
have been accumulated and several theories concerning the 11primary cause 11
of these fish mortalities developed. Of these theor·ies, three have most 
appeal and/or supporting evidence. These are, in approximate chronological 
order of their development: 
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1) That low dissolved oxygen in the deeper waters of the
upper Potomac resulting from a combination of climatic
conditions (extremely hot, dry, sunny and generally
calm weather) and overfertilization :from nutrients
from sewage treatment plants situated above, around
and below the Washington, D. C. --·suburban (·.Jashington
area resulting in severe blooms of microscopic fresh
and salt water algae, possibly coupled with metabolites
or toxins or b:i."eakdown products (fertilizers) from
living and dying or dead algae and fish caused the
mortalities.
2) That disease served as the chief agent in killing the
fish.
3) That disease coupled vlith and/or, most likely, pre-
ceeded by environmental stress factors produced the
deaths.
Jl,s deliberations of the two committees, together and separately� 
proceeded the first theory lost favor with both. Some members of the bi-
•:) state group and of the Maryland Committee adopted the second while others 
of the bistate group and the Virginia Committee adopted the third. 
The following report is a compilation and review of the availa0J.0. 
details concerning these mortalities and an attempt to examine each theory 
critically. 
It must be mentioned at the outset that though considerable in-
formation is available, most was gathered "after-the-fact", i·�·, after the 
kills had actually begun or even after they had ended. As is apparent, the 
period immediately prior to the onset of mortality and during its early 
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stages is the critical period. Data are lacking for these times. This, 
coupled with the scarcity of meaningful data on the seasonal distribution 
and abundance of the fishes, themselves, in most of the affected areas, 
their diseases and physiology, makes it extremely difficult to make a 
strong case for either of the two favored theories. 
For the analysis to follow as many of the do.ta reports, minutes 
of the meetings of both committees and such othe1" documents as seem perti­
nent have been utilized. A list of the documents employed is included in 
the Bibliography where they are identified by asterisks. 
In addition to the fish mortalities,several other aspects about 
the waters involved became apparent. One of these \1as the unfavorable 
condition of the upper Potomac Rj_ver during the summer of 1963. An unusually 
high population of algae developed in the river f:rom Alexandria to belot'l 
Quantico in June and persisted well into August. At times, the algae were 
so thick that boat wakes appeared like furrows, boats and water skiers were 
coated green and a thick, emerald layer of scum str·etched from shore to 
shore. This condition was reported by several reliable observers who con-
ducted aerial and surface surveys of the river. As will be pointed out 
below, this condition undoubtedly caused aesthetic and economic distress 
in the area. It is certain to recur because the conditions causing it 
have not been alleviated. 
Red waters were noted in many of the areas experiencing mortali­
ties though they also occurred in places and at times where no deaths were 
noted. 
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HISTORICAL ASPECT 
Fish kills have occurred in marine and fresh waters since pre­
historic times. Prehistoric mortalities were, most probably, caused by 
environmental or natural factors such as severe climatic or geographic 
changes, epidemics, stresses caused by overpopulation and others. Several 
or all of these factors may (must) have, as they do today, interacted to 
produce massive mortalities. In the period since recorded history, casual 
reports of fish kills, some of them massive, have been made. It has been 
stated, for example, (though I have never seen this account) that Captain 
John Smith commented on a fish kill in the Potomac in a report of one of 
his exploratory cruises. 
It seems unlikely that the activities of prehistoric or Stone 
and Iron Age man (the Amerinds and their predecessors) had significant ef­
fect on fish populations except perhaps where their habit of burning large 
land areas may have resulted in erosion-caused siltation. Even Colonial 
people probably caused few mortalities for all their land clearing, forest­
ing and farming activities. Only in recent times has it become possible for 
the activities of man to impose significantly. But now other factors, such 
as siltation, overt and covert pollution of all types, overfishing or care­
less fishing and engineering changes in the environment, come into play. 
These, by themselves or combined with the rrnatural r . stress or mortality­
producing agents in any combination or number, may make :formidable or in­
surmountable obstacles to survival of specific fish populations in nearshore 
and estuarine waters. 
Furthermore, aside from those agents causing outright mortalities, 
there are others whose effects are less direct but just as destructive. Ti. 
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partial list is: 1) reduced fertility or fecundity due to chemicals; 
2) reduced viability due to insidious, long-term poisons; 3)chemical, silt,
engineering and/or thermal blocks to spm-ming or nu1"sery grounds; and 
4) destruction of food organisms by any one of these causes (food organisms,
themselves, are susceptible to many of these difficulties). Should a de­
cline in numbers of a species be caused, in part or wholly, by these more 
insidious factors, the problems of determing causes of declines are made 
more difficult. Thus, as in the case(s) in question, it is often difficult 
or impossible to accurately fi,e the cause or causes of fish mortalities. 
In recent years as a result of the growing awareness of marine 
resources and their problems and the increasing scientific capability and 
activity and population levels in the Chesapeake Bay, ever closer attention 
has been paid to mortalities of fishes. The files of most of the water 
quality and fisheries management agencies as well as those of the research 
institutions are replete with fish kill reports. Though in the early years 
of these agencies the records were gathered in more-01"-less haphazard 
fashion, increasing care is being used in their compilation as their im­
portance is realized. This trend should be continued. 
According to unpublished reports in the files of the Virginia 
Institute of Marine Science, sizable fish mortalities occur with considerabl, 
regularity in the early sp:!:iing in the tributaries of the lower Bay. These 
kills have usually involved members of the family Clupeidae, the menhaden 
and herrings. Fortunately, large spring kills have not been reported since 
1960. Whether this lack of reports constitutes a real decline ·in spring 
mortalities is not known. 
Though several specific spring fish kills have been seemingly 
traceable to the fish being trapped in creeks and hack-waters whence they 
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could not escape before environmental conditions, 1·�·, extreme cold, 
became intolerable, most have gone unexplained. 
In 1959 and '60 scientists from Chesapeake Biological Laboratory 
and Chesapeake Bay Institute decided to investigate massive menhaden deaths 
(white perch, yellow perch and certain other game fish 1·mre also involved, 
but menhaden predominated) which seemed to occur in the upper Bay during tl1e 
late spring and early summer of many years with some regularity. Operating 
on the theory, supported by evidence of high dissolved nitrogen concentra­
tions in the environment and characteristic signs of embolism in the vic­
tims, that nitrogen embolism probably connected to :rapidly rising v1ate:c 
temperatures was involved in this spring-summer kill in the upper Bay, an 
experiment was designed. Unfo1�tunately for the experimenters, the massive 
clupeid mortality did not occur in the following year, 1961, and has not 
occurred since (Pritchard and Carpenter, Minutes 26 July). Thus, this hy­
pothesis has not been tested. 
Perhaps the most significant mass mortality occurring in recent 
years has been the juvenile croaker disaster in the winter of 1958. In 
January, after an apparently successful oceanic spawning, young croakers 
were captured in numbers in the Bay. Comparison samples taken a month later' 
contained no small croakers. Evidently abruptly lowering temperatures had 
wiped them out. (Assuming that they had not been washed out of the Bay and 
into the ocean by unusual and adverse currents--and this seems most unlike­
ly.) In this instance, a severe climatic change, occurring at a crucial 
time with resulting lowered temperatures persisting longer than normal, 
evidently produced a dramatic mass mortality the effects of which are still 
being felt by the commercial and sport fishing industries because an entire 
year class of fishes was wiped out. 
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Kills of different fishes have undoubtedly occurred at other 
places and in other seasons of the year due to other causes and it is possi­
ble that an analysis of their occurrence would disclose interesting and 
meaningful patterns. Such an analysis of the records from all the Chesa­
peake agencies involved might be useful and should be made but cannot be 
attempted at this time. 
Though the 1958-59 croaker winter mortality was undoubtedly the 
most economically disastrous fish kill of (reasonably) reliable record in 
the Bay area, the 1963 summer kills were of considerable economic and pub­
lic j_mportance. It was estimated that over nine million fish were killed 
in the Potomac in June (Brisco, Minutes 26 July). Many others died there 
in July. As will be shown belm:1, similar kills, pe:;."'haps interconnected-­
perhaps isolated in cause, occurred th11oughout the tributaries and central 
water masses of the middle Bay area extending from the York to the Magothy 
and Patapsco Rivers and above (Spesutie Island) on the t'lestern shore and 
involving the Choptank and Eastern Bay area and the upper Tangier Sound 
region on the Eastern Shore. The region of greatest intensity was the 
middle Bay, itself, and its tributaries. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
It is impossible to state with certainty what caused these impor­
tant (or widespread) fish mortalities in the summel' of 1963. This diffi-
cultv results from the following factors: .J 
1) No reliable observers were in the specific areas involved
when the mortalities began (except per•haps in the Patuxent)--
obviously the most critical period for determination of
causal agents or even of the place and time of first trouble.
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2) Physical and biological observations tal(en during the
periods when the mortalities began and in the areas
where they began are lacking--(exce9t perhaps in the
Patuxen-e.
3) Information conerning the environmental conditions in these
areas immediately preceding the mortalities is lacking.
4) Most of the physical and biological data taken after the
mortalities began are inadequate.
5) No really adequate quantitative and qualitative biological
samples of the susceptible fish populations are available
from any of the areas.
6) Unfortunately, most of the qualitat:i.ve and quantitatii;e
dead and dying fish reports are incomplete.
These shortcomings, coupled with serious deficiencies in our 
kno1:Jledge of the temperature, salinity, oxygen, �tc. , tole1�ances of the 
affected fishes and ignorance of their parasite complements, further com-
plicate the matter. In addition, we know little about the effects of over­
fertilization by inorganic nutrients on fishes, directly or indirectly, and 
next to nothing a:bcut their responses to red and green algae of thE;? types en-
countered in Chesapeake blooms. Even though these criticisms are fully 
justified, the 1963 summer mortality received the most thorough treatment 
of any estuarine kill thus far and some patterns of value did emerge. As 
a result, it is possible to make certain suggestions for remedy or amelior-
ation of this problem in the near and distant future. FurthermO.I'e, all 
persons and groups concerned were made aware of a problem(s) that is likely 
to increase in intensity and importance unless adequate steps are taken uell 
in advance to reduce or eliminate it. It is apparent that more information 
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is needed concerning many aspects of fish diseases, of environmental health 
and of the interactions bet\·1een the physical environment and the biota. 
DETAILED CONSID�RATI_?J{ OF THE 1963 SUMMER FISH MORTALITY 
1. Spatial and Temporal Aspects
a. Potomac River - From the available reports, significant numbers
of fish began dying first in the Potomac River in the area around
and above the Morgantovm Bridge (Rt. 301) on or about the 22nd day
of June (Hollis, Minutes 26 July). There are some statements in
the record indicating that dead fish were seen by Mi-•. Francis
Beavin of Chesapeal�e Biological Laboratory in the Maryland Point
area much earlier than t:1is (May 16) but evidently no special
notice was taken at that time (Cargo's statement, Minutes 12
August, p. 2).
Though areas considerably downriver from Colonial Beach may 
have been involved eventually, most of the dying fishes were ob-
served in the area above Colonial Beach and it seems certain that 
fish began dying first in the Morgantown area (cf Norris testimony 
in my notes of 26 July meeting). (Hollis, Minutes 26 July) indi­
cated that dying fish were seen at Cobb Island, Stump Neck and 
Hallowing Point. 
(Elser, Minutes 26 July, p.7) reported dead fishes to be most 
numerous at Hallowing Point on his 9 (?) July aerial flight. He 
stated that dead fishes were seen only in the mouths(?) of the 
tributaries and not up in them. (Elser, Minutes 26 July, p.10) 
said, and Briscoe confirmed, that dying fish had been seen at 
Blakiston Island. 
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Though some confusion exists about when this Potomac mortality 
ceased, dying fish i1ere seen in the river until around the 25th to 
29th of July. Dead fish were seen for a longer period. Hollis 
reported that deaths were occurring as late as 21 August (Minutes 
21 August) though others, 1·�·, Pritchard and Brehmer had indicated 
that dying fish were not seen during CBI and VIMS cruises after 
30 July. 
1) Anacostia River - Massive fish mortalities on 26th of July
(Anon--Hargis notes 21-26 July) (For Mr. Auld's statement see
below). 
2) Wicomico River - Strandberg received report that fish were
dying in the Wicomico of the Potomac on 6 July, monitored by
plane 7 July and said that on flight dovm Potomac dead fish
were seen from Millstown to Wicomico with greatest number in the
lower �1Jicomico.
b. Patuxent River - Fish began dying in the Patuxent after investiga-
tions of the Potomac kill had started, or around the 18-20th of
July (Elser--Hargis' notes, 26 July). Because of the expanded
scope of the studies already underway in the Patuxent as a result
of the proposed PEPCO plant and associated thermal problems, better
background data are probably available for the Patuxent than for any
area. The Patuxent kill tms reported to have heen about over by
12 August (Cronin, Minutes 12 August). Hollis said that it con­
tinued at least until 21 August (Minutes 21 August).
Observations were made by the Maryland i·Jater Pollution Control 
Commission on 9 June--all DO's reported O.K. (Sanderson, Minutes 
26 July, p.11). 
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The kill seems to have begun in the upper region around 
the Leonardtown Bridge and above. Though dead fish were re-
ported from the Broome Island area more were reported from 
nearer the mouth (Sanderson, Minutes 26 July). 
c. Rappannock River - (In a personal communication, Mr. R. V.
Davis of the Virginia Water Control Board stated that a report
of dead fish at Bowlers vJharf 3 July 1963 was investigated and
no dead fish were found.� A very small kill on the Rappahannock
at about Bowlers Wharf and Suggett Point was i-1eported on 29
July. Evidently, this mortality had begun on 28 July. It
continued for only a short period of time (see below). No
kills were reported downstream.
VIMS personnel were dispatched to the area on 30 July. 
The Virginia Water Control Board also did a same-slack sampling 
run on July 31 and again on the 1st and 7th of August. Another 
same-slack run was made on 15 August. Mr. Davis in the same 
personal communication commented, 11We have yet to go up and 
down river and not find some dead fish. 11 
d. !iankat��l� River - Dragon -�un. Dead and dying fish reported
from Dragon Run which is quite far upstream on the Piankata1:1k
estuary. (Nutrient enrichment is unlikely in this relatively
uninhabited area.)
e. York River
1) Gloucester Point - Report of scattered dead and moribund
fish on the beach in front of VIMS by Dr. Wood.
2) Upper York and Pamunkey - Reports from upper York and
Pamunkey Rivers of small, scattered kills in September and
October.
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f. Bay Mortalities
1) West River area ·· (Fry, Minutes 26 July) noted a report of
a fish kill on the shores of the Bay, probably near the West
River--exact location uncertain. No othG:c details are avail-
able concerning this occurrence.
2) Severn-Magothy area - (McKee, Minutes 26 July) reported that
his agency had learned of an intense odor of marine vegeta-
tion in this area. It was evidently not due to mortality
of fish. LBut may have presaged the fish troubles to
follow--WJHJr_:./
3) Annapolis Roads - August 2 reported by \·Jhaley (Minutes,
12 August). Several large rock of from three to twenty
pounds in weight were mixed in with other fish _Lmost of
Nhich were probably white perch--WJHJr:_:/
4) Western Shore Beaches, around Long Beach area - Kill of
large adult menhaden reported (Cargo, Minutes 12 August).
5) Bay Bridge area - 81 July - 1 August. Large numbers of
white perch and rock \·Jere killed here.
6) West River to Pooles Island area of Bay - Reports involving
kills at various times and places in this general area in
early August.
7) Matapeake - 5 August. TFC roughly estimated numbers and
species of dead fish in a mortality around Kent Island.
8) Patapsco River - Cox's Creek. Report of kill of large adult
menhaden (Hollis, Minutes 12 August).
9) Spesutie Island - Report of kill (TFC?) after 1 August
(Minutes, 21 August).
g. 
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Chester River - Large fish kill seen by ah•--not subsequently 
reported to any responsible agency (Cronin, Minutes 12 September). 
h. Miles Rive12 - Auld reported that he observed a fish kill involv-
ing mostly dead (as opposed to dying) white perch on 4 August
(Minutes, 12 August).
Interestingly, (Hollis, Minutes 21 August) indicated that 
TFC(?) received kill reports on 6 August from the Miles. 
i. Tred Avon River (Choptank system) - Hargis observed small
numbers of dead centrarchids in Town Creel� and the Tred Avon
on 21 July and 27 July (personal communication not repo11ted
previously). Though this communicant's recollection is not
clear on this point, a few white perch may have also been seen.
White perch were subsequently caught by hoo1� and line in area
where dead fish were seen.
j. Choptank River - Hollis indicated reports of fish kills in the
Choptank River between Cambridge and Cabin C11eek, none were seen
below Cambridge, on O August (Minutes, 21 August). Another
report of a large kill in the Choptank \'1as received on 21
August (Minutes, 21 August). Whaley reported no dead fish seen
in Choptank (Minutes, 12 September) before 12 September.
k. Tilghman Island - Spate of reports received by TFC(?) after
1 August (Minutes, 21 August).
1. Nanticoke, Manokin, Wicomico, Fi�hinq Bay - Report by AP evident-
ly based on release from or interview with Ma11yland TFC. Kills
occurred on 4 to 6 September (Daily Press, 6 September)--con-
tinued to 12 September (Hollis, Minutes 12 September). (Whaley,
Minutes 12 September) reported no dead fish seen in Fishing Bay
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shortly prior to 12 September after a Chesapeake Bay Institute 
airboat survey. 
Though it is difficult to make anything definite out of these 
distributional data, it is interesting to consider several aspects.
Fewer reports were received from the extreme lower and upper portions of
the Bay and most trouble occurred in the tributaries and open stretches
of the middle Bay area. If the menhaden kill reported from Cox's Creek
in the Patapsco and the Spesutie mortality were ignored, the 1963 kills
would have been confined to the area from the York to the Severn in the
west and the Wicomico to the Miles on the East. Concerning those tri-
butaries of the Western Shore from which we have the most information, 
it may be significant to note that the kills seem to have begun in the 
upper portions of the estuaries, i·!:·, in the transition zones between 
fresh and salt water. In these areas, less toleziant organisms unable to
escape, are probably subject to greatest stresses when environmental 
factors are drastically altered. 
Were the fishes even relatively widely distributed throughout 
the entire Bay estuarine system but the conditions for mortality present 
only in these places the kills would have occurred as they did. Of 
course, the kills may have occurred in these areas and not in others 
because the fishes susceptible to whatever factor or, more likely, fac­
tors, was (were) involved were there and nowhere else, 
Were a disease alone involved, without the predisposing fac­
tors mentioned elsewhere in this report, mortalities may have begun in 
the areas in which they were noted because the parasite population first 
appeared or first became virulent there. However, judging from the 
temporal and spatial sequence of kills, it seems unlikely that a parasite 
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(disease organism), newly introduced into the population or newly mutate� 
was involved by itself because the kills first began upriver in the 
Potomac and did not appear at the mouth of the Potomac or in its tri-
butaries or in the Bay proper before appearing in the upriver area of 
the Patuxent (around the Leonardtown Bridge) and in the upriver aren of 
the Rappahannock. This spatial relationship would have occurred were 
the potentially susceptible (sufficient populations thereof) hosts lo­
cated in the upstream areas only and not downstream (including downstream 
tributaries) but, again, this seems unlikely. 
Because few dying fishes were seen in the head waters or even 
very far into the tributaries of the larger 11ivers, it appears as though 
the bulk of the mortality occurred in the main streams of those rivers, 
perhaps in the deeper layers. This seemed to be so in the Potomac River. 
It must be recognized that, interconnected and similar though 
they are, each of the rivers is different (in various details) from 
every other one and from the Bay. For example, an especially heavy con­
centration of people and industry is located on the banks of the upper 
tidal portion of thG Potomac. The Rappahannock and Patuxent have fewer 
people and industries. The major Western Shore tributaries receive con­
siderable fresh water from above the fall line, the Eastern Shore tidal 
streams and shorter Western Shore streams do not. 
2. Species Composition Given in the Different Reports
a. Potomac River
Species 
White perch 
Striped bass(3/4-l lb. 
6-8 lbs.)
Trout 
Abundance 
Total of well over 9 million 
fish, about 90% white perch 
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Sunfish 
Yellow perch
;
·, 
Tech.Rpt. 
Carp 12 August
Catfish 
Hogchokers 
Eel 
During the mortality two pound nets were in operation in 
the Colonial Beach area and sportfishing continued. Judging 
from reports of their catches no detectable reduction could 
be discerned in the numbers of white perch and other species 
despite the extensive mortalities occurring to thoso same fish 
in the vicinity. According to Hollis (Minutes, 26 July) experi­
mental seining near Morgantown during the kill yielded white 
perch, yellow perch, striped bass, killifish and hogchckers. 
1/Jhaley reported (Minutes, 12 August) that striped bass were 
seen in the Potomac in distress by Army Engineers. These fish 
were reported to have surfaced, then sounded, then floated belly 
up and th en , presumably, died. 
b. Patuxent River
Elser reported the numbers given below (Technicial Report, 21
August; Hargis Notes, 26 July ).
Species Abundance 
White perch Tens of thousands 
Striped bass 7 
Pumpkinseed 7 
White catfish few 
Toadfish ? 
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Menhaden 
Eels 
c. Rappahannock River
4 (percentage of 
4 
menhaden varied de­
pending on where sample 
was taken) 
1) Report of Mr. Stansell of Tidewater, Virginia on 28-29
July.
Species 
White perch 
Croakers 
Bluefish 
Toadfish 
Eels 
Gar(?) 
Abundance 
"Total of 245 fish in 300 yds. 
of beach betr:,een Sharps and 
Suggetts Point. Mostly white 
perch, some bluefish and gar. 11 
2) Report of Dr. \V. Jackson Davis, Ichthyologist of VIMS.
Counted dead fish on 600 yards of beach at three places
above and below Sha'.lJPs, Virginia. Results were:
Species Abundance 
No. % 
White perch 501 96. 5
Silver perch 1 0.2 
Toadfish 5 1. 0
Menhaden 7 1.4 
Puffer 1 0.2 
Eels 4 0.8 
Blue Crabs 11 
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3) Alvin, man at Garrett's Marina remarked to VIMS personnel
( 30 July) that the fe1:1 dead fish then floating in the water
of the marina were nothing like the number there previous
week.
d. Piankatank River - Dragon Run
Report of Dean P. 0\·1ens, Pathologist of VIMS, (23 September).
Estimate of dead fish hampered by dense vegetation and swampy
terrain.
Species 
White perch 
Largemouth bass 
Abundance 
preponderant species counted 
(Seen foundering by Mr. Stan­
ford of Virginia Commission of 
Game and Inland Fisheries-­
subsequently given to VIMS by 
State 1Jater Control Board. ) 
e. York River - The first reported fish kill in the downriver area---
was predominantly menhaden and a few toadfish. Due to the con-
dition and appearance of the fish and the fact that they were
mostly found near pound nets, this kill was diagnosed by Drs.
Joseph and Brehmer as due to pound-net culling. Evidently,
these ntrash fish;,· became gilled in nets and subsequently were
pulled out and discarded.
f. Annapolis Roads
Species 
White perch 
Striped bass (over 3 lbs.) 
Abundance 
Most--though not mentioned 
specifically by Whaley 
7 
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g. Thomas Point Light
McKee (Minutes, 12 September) pointed out that several hundred
reported good fishing in the vicinity at the same time. No other 
species were reported by McKee but may have occurred. 
h. Long Beach Area
Reported by Cargo (Minutes, 12 August).
Species 
Menhaden(adult-large) 
i. Patapsco River - Cox I s Creek
Abundance 
? 
Report by Hollis (Minutes, 12 August).
Species Abundance 
Menhaden(adult-large) ? 
j. Millers Island, Maryland
Investigation by Dr. Southwick (Johns Hopkins University) on 4,
10, 11 August 1963 (Owens', of VIMS, Summary and Southwick's own
Notes).
SI?ecies 
White perch 
Striped bass 
Herring-like(at least two 
species-South­
wick's Notes) 
Yellow perch 
Bluegill sunfish 
Catfish 
Flatfish 
Eels 
Abundance 
No. ()/_ /0 
983 09.3 
27 2.4 
81 7.4 
2 0.2 
2 0.2 
1 0.1 
2 0.2 
3 0.3 
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These fishes were washed up on the beaches of Millers 
Island and counted per hundred yards of beach. Four samples 
yielded an average number of 225 dead individuals per 100 yards. 
The size range of a sample of 971 dead white perch was 4"-9 11
(total length?) with the mode (53.3%) at G n. Eighty-seven per 
cent ( 87. 7%) of them were 6 11 or larger. 
k. Matapeake, Maryland
TFC estimated that one-half mile of beach contained 18,000 white
perch and 212 rock (2-15 lbs.) plus small numbers of other species
(Tech. Report, 12 August).
1. Other areas involved mostly white perch but other fishes
(chiefly striped bass) t·1ere killed also.
As can be seen, three of the kills, those occurring in the 
Patapsco River, at Long Beach and in the lower Yo1"k, :involved chiefly 
adult menhaden. (The York mortality was determined, because of the 
appearance and location, to have been caused by fishing activities.) 
It is not l<nown Nhether really careful observations were made in the 
first two instances but the Long Beach mortality i·1as reported by Mr. 
Cargo, an experienced scientist at CBL (Minutes, 12 August). It is 
possible that these two mortalitiGs were not connected with those in­
volving other species: The converse may be true. 
According to reports, the other mortalities involved mostly 
Roccus americanus, the white perch, with several other species, 1.·�·, 
Is_o� saxati1is, the striped bass or rock fish; Brevoortia tyrannu�, 
the Atlantic menhaden; possibly other herring-like fishes; Trinectes 
maculatus, the hogchoker; Anguilla rostrata, the American eel; Pomatomus 
saltat1:iix, the bluefish; Cynoscion (?), the trout; Lepomis machrochirus 
I 
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and Lepomis gibbosus, the bluegill and pumpkinseed sunfishes; Ictalurus-----
catus, the white catfish, and; Perea flavescens, the .yellow perch. One
reporter mentioned gar: It is not know whether this was a fresh water 
(Lepisosteus) or marine(Strongylura) species. 
Thus, though the bulk of the individuals involved in these mor-
talities were white perch, a significant number of other species also 
died. It seems safe to conclude from their numbers, geographical spread 
and coincidence that the deaths of these other species were connected to 
the white perch mortalities and not fortuitous. 
Judging from the reports available to me, the most reliable 
numerical data were obtained by VIMS scientists during their investiga-
tions of fish kills on the Rappahannock, a relatively small kill, and by 
Dr. Southwick (evidently not a marine scientist), of Johns Hopkins 
University v1ho reported on the kill at Millers Island, Nary land. Though 
the 89 per cent white perch obtained by Southwick is a high percentage 
of the total number of individuals involved in the ldll, it is not 99 
or 99.9 per cent of all the fishes killed as was casually but consistent­
ly mentioned by various participants in the va1"ious minutes and reports 
of the meetings. However, the Rappahannock kill reliably reported by 
Davis of VIMS did involve 96 pe1� cent white perch. 
In several instances, striped bass, Roccus �atilis, seemed to 
be second in abundance among the dead fish and in one casually reported 
case (McKee,Minutes 12 September) striped bass alone are mentioned. In 
view of the phylogenetic relationship between these two species of Roccus 
it is interesting to compc1re their combined numbers versus those geneti-
cally more distant. The two species made up about 92 per cent of all the 
fishes in the Millers Island mortality as reported by Southwick. 
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Several cautions must be observed in comparing the species 
composition of the various mortalities and speculating on their signi­
ficance, First, with the two exceptions mentioned above, no really ade­
quate counts and id�ntifications are available. Most reports included 
only estimates of varying degree of refinement. In addition, only those
fish seen floating or swimming feebly in the water from shore or boats,
or cast up on the beach were observed. Nothing is known of the number
or types of others that may have succumbed, sunk and never surfaced.
That this can happen to significant numbers of fishes was noted by
Pritchard (Minutes, 12 August p.4). Unfortunately, no attempts were
made to survey the waters below the surface or bottom by trawl, dredge
or diving techniques when the ki:ls were in progress or even afterward.
The possibility of bias in the estimates of the numbers of the different 
species reported cannot be discounted. It is known that untrained and
even trained people often 11see
11 only the fishes important to the 
commercial or sport fishery and unconsciru sly overlook 11trash fish. 11 
It is difficult to assess the significance of the small 
numbers of "other" species that were recorded or noted in the various 
cases reported above, but it is likely that more than 11normal 11 mortality 
was involved for most of them. lt is likely that the deaths of these 
fishes were connected with those of the white perch. 
With these objections jn mind it should be noted that despite 
the predominance of white perch r.one of the mortalities, except perhaps 
the menhaden incidents, was a sir,gle species kill or even a single genus 
kill. Indeed, the families Serranidae, Centrarchidae, Clupeidae, 
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Ictaluridae, Anguillidae, Pleuronectidae and Percidae were all involved. 
Pomatomidae, Sciaenidae and Tetraodontidae may also have figured in 
these mortalities. 
Judging from the few careful observations and from more casual 
reports, most of the white perch and striped bass involved in the kills 
belonged to a few year classes or the larger size groups. Few reports 
of small individuals were noted. Similar careful observations were not 
made on other fishes. Southwick's measurements of white perch indicate 
that 88 per cent of these fish were six inches or above in total length 
while the remaining 12 per cent. were between four and six inches in 
total length. None were smaller. Most of the other reports indicated 
that the fishes involved were large and fairly homogeneous in size and, 
presumably, age. 
Though this pattern may appear solely becau3e these size classes 
happened to be in the areas where killing occurred, or because these size 
or age fishes are more susceptible to the causative agent or agents in-
volved, or because smaller sizes did not surface or strand, or because 
scavengers eliminated the smaller ones, it does seem significant that 
smaller or younger fishes were not reported. This size selectivity may 
be quite significant and provide a clue as to the probable cause(s) in-
volved. Often younger fishes are most susceptible to environmental 
stresses and to disease, provided mere spatial isolation from the stress 
factor or from the parasite has not prevented infection, than older 
ones. 
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In these discussions, it is interesting to note that few 
observations on invertebrates were reported. More should have been 
made. Mr. Schilpp of the Maryland State Department of Health noted 
(Minutes, 12 August, p. 2) that one of their shell:cish people noticed 
soft clams (Mya arenaria) in moribund and dead condition while picking 
up a sample of soft clams in the Patuxent (?). He remarked further that 
the moribund clams became more lively after a sudden sto�m occurred in 
the vicinity. VIMS scientists noted 11 dead blue crabs (Callinec� 
sapidus) in the Rappahannock mortality. 
Though these incidents of invertebrate involvement may not be 
significant, it is possible that they are. Evidently little attention 
was paid to invertebrates in the follow-up investigations associated 
with these mortalities. It is unfortunate that more observations of 
invertebrates were not made because such observations could have 
significant bearing on the relative importance of environmental 
conditions versus environment-disease versus disease as cause(s) of 
these mortalities. 
3. Parasites-·---
Unfortunately, no thorough examinations we11e made in 1963 to 
determine the incidence of parasites among healthy, dying and dead 
fishes. According to the available records, of all the possible vir·al, 
bacterial, protozoan, protistan 011 metazoan parasites only careful 
examinations for bacte11ial parasites were made. Mr. Owens of VIMS 
checked many of his specimens for hemorrhagic gill disease (a condition), 
some microsporidians and metacercariae. \.vhether others did is not known. 
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The most adequate bacterial studies made were done by Drs. 
Bullock and Snieszl<o of the Eastern Fish Disease Laboratory at Leetown,
West Virginia and Dean P. Owens of VIMS. Examining smears of tissues of
dying, recently dead, dead and preserved samples, Bullock and Snieszko
found the information included in Table I. (Data rearranged from the
21 August report of the authors.)
Though the sample was small and the data sparse, it seems 
likely that the gram-negative, polar staining rod was involved in the 
deaths of the Serranidae since cultures from 13 of 14 of the white perch 
and from 4 to 6 of the striped bass showed what appeared to be this 
same bacterium. Mr. Owens' work with live, dying and dead white perch 
from the 1963 kills showed that all dying and dead fish carried this 
same or a similar gram-negative bacillus (Specific Gram-Negative 
1 
Bacillus) Table II. (See Addendum Table V)
It should be noted that these bacillus-like organisms were 
not p1.,esent in species other than white perch and striped bass and that 
the cultures from dying and dead menhaden, eel, yellow perch, and two 
species of sunfish showed other bacteria. 
It is also interesting that of the six Roccus saxatilis 
examined by Bullock and Snieszko the four with the polar· staining, gram-
negative bacillus also bore vibrios, one showed vibrios alone and one 
carried a gram-negative, non-polar staining rod. 
The significance of these findings is difficult to evaluate. 
Assuming that the samples a1.,e significant and fuFthe1., that the deaths 
of the odd species were truly connected to those of the serranids infected 
1 
_Owens, Dean P. 1964. 
americanus) collected 
VIMS MS. 11 p. 
Pathology and parasitism of white perch (Roccus 
during the May 1 64 epidemic on the James ·River. 
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with the gram-negative, polar staining bacillus, then more than one
bacterium was involved in causing the rnortalities. Indeed two vibrios
and one other bacterium (a bacillus?) SE!em to have been active. It is
not likely that two or more bacterial sr,ecies new to the populations of
the various fish species involved were :1.ntroduced into Bay \'laters or
that two or more bacteria already in th�se populations would have
simultaneously mutated into virulent fol'ms. Hence, it is unlikely that
the 1963 (or 1964) fish mortalities we�e due to disease alone.
Unfortunately, little is known about the normal complement of 
bacteria borne by either of the species involved. Mo11e specifically
little or nothing is known about the non-pathogenic bacteria, the
normally non-pathogenic but potentially pathogenic bacteria and true
pathogenic bacteria normally found in healthy, mo11ibund and dead fishes. 
Virtually nothing is known of the possible interactions between the 
parasites and hosts (the parasite's rnicroenvironrnent), the parasites 
and the macroenvironment and the hosts and the rnacroenvironrnent. 
Metazoan parasites were rarely observed. Though no adequate 
observations of this group of parasites were made, it seems unlikely 
that they would be responsible for these massive mo11talities. Relatively 
little is known about their qualitative and quantitative distribution 
in the hosts and areas listed above. 
4. Environmental Conditions
a. Climatology
Study of the various parameters involved indicates that in 1963
the entire Chesapeake Bay area from Maryland into Virginia-; in­
cluding the mountainous regions, experienced one of the drj_est
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summers O\ 1-.ecord. Rainfall was extremely sparse from May
through O\tober. Cloud cover was generally l:Lght, sunlight 
was inten\e and long pe1-.iods o:E relative calm also occurred
ovel" the l,ay and its t;::,ibutaries. As a consequence salinities 
everywher\ were higher than normal, water tempere.tures were also 
high. In�olation was high. Rate of temperature fluctuation 
and chang� also appeared greater than normal. All areas con­
cerned in these mortalities shared this climatic pattern. 
Nineteen �xty four was also a very dry year. 
b. Hydroclim,.te
Unfortur1ately, fe\·1 reliable measurements of the various para­
m•=>i:or:l of the hydroclimate prevailing immediately before, during 
and even c.fter the kills are available. Only in the case of 
the Patuxtnt mortality i·1ere significant data accumulated before, 
<luring anc, after the ldll, and even these are inadequate. 
Studies made by the various agencies, �·H•, CBL, CBI, VIMS, 
TE'C and tl':e Maryland Pollution Control Commission on the 
':'otomac; CBI, CBL, Maryland Pollution Control Commission and 
the U. S. Geological Survey on the Patmcent; TFC, CBL, and CBI 
elsewhere in the Maryland portion of the Bay and VIMS and the 
Virginia \11ater Control Board in the Rappahannock and Pianka tank 
(Dragon Run), and VIMS in the York were made with varying 
degrees of thoroughness and as a consequence their utility in 
making analyses and syntheses are variable. However, in the 
best examined areas several distinct patterns and conditions 
were noted by the observe1"'s involved. 
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1) Salinity
In all of the a1"'eas salinities were highe1"', i-_. �· , by as 
much as 5-7 0/00, than normal. Howeve1
"' , nowhere did salinitier, 
exceed those in which the marine and estua1"ine fishes in­
volved normally occur. 
Increased salinities in the far upper areas of the 
Potomac may have had an effect in that the fresh water algae 
produced in upstream blooms were killed ns they drifted 
into waters of unfavorable (high) salinity. On subsequent 
death and decomposition, these fresh \·later· algae might have 
added to the DO problems in the lower water layers. They 
may also have released nutrients to become involved in the 
primary productivity cycle� i·�·, blooms of red and green 
algae, further downriver. 
"Compression 11 of range of lower salinity organisms pro­
bably occurred in most of the tributaries as higher salinities 
intruded further upstream than normal forcing these animals 
into more restricted upriver areas. 
2) Temperature
The temperature of the water was often found to be 
higher than normal in all the kill areas that we1"e checked, 
except, perhaps in the Bay itself. Temperatures ranged 
around 27-28° C. Highs of 30 ° C were l"'eported in the Patuxent 
(Cargo, Minutes 12 August),, In a few cases temperatures 
in bottom layers \·,ere highe1" than those in surf ace wate1�s 
(�·Jhaley, Minutes 21 August). 
-• 
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3) Hydrogen ion Concentration (Acidity-Alkalinity)
pH was observed in a few places to be somewhat higher 
than usual though not abnormally so. Especially high pH 
were noted in surface waters where blooms of red water 
organisms also occurred. Several participants felt that 
this should be investigated. 
4) Dissolved Oxygen
a) Low Oxygens
With the possible exceptions of the upper York and 
Dragon Run, low dissolved oxygen, i.e., below 3.0 ml/1, 
(4.3 mg/1, 4.0 mg/1 is usually considered critical for 
fish) were found to varying degrees and at varying 
depths and times in the lower layers, 1·�·, below 5-15 
meters, of the rivers checked. Unfortunately, no obser­
vations were made in the Potomac or Patuxent Rivers or 
elsewhere in the areas where the kills occurred and at 
the times they began. Some readings of normal and low 
oxygens we1�e obtained when kills we1�e in progress in the 
Potomac, Patu;�ent and· the Bay. 
Reporting on the CBI cruises of the Lydia Louise II 
on 28 July (Pritchard, Minutes 12 August) stated that 
••oxygen was low below 12 to 15 feet from mile 30 to
mile 70. In general, dissolved oxygen from mile 50 on 
upriver appeared to be adequate (Sic); in the lower 
river below mile 50, dissolved 0;cygen was low (as low 
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as 0.35)". Examination of the actual cruise data in­
dicates that o2 readings as low as 0. 2 5 ml/1 were 
obtained at CBI station P36B on the 30th of July and 
0,19 ml/1 were recorded at P31A on 31 July at midday, 
1155 hrs. Many readings around and below 3.0 ml/1 were 
recorded from samples of water taken below 4-6 meters 
by CBI personnel. At mile 48 VIMS personnel on R/V 
PATHFINDER recorded readings of from 1.0 - 3.1 mg/1 in 
lower depths at their 24 hr. station. 
(Cargo, Minutes 12 August) stated that CBL personnel 
found oxygens as low as from 2 to 1 ml/1 (2,8 mg/1 to 
1. 4 mg/1) on the bottom and belm·, 3 ml/1 in shoal areas
in the Patuxent between 25 July to 8 August. These 
lows often did not persist. As expected, dissolved 
oxygens were generally lower in the morning. He also 
reported that, nin the Chesapeake Bay between the end 
of June and the present, we have seen oxygen depletion 
below 50 ft. and extending as far as 20 to 30 ft. from 
the surface. There appears to have been three different 
depletion cycles in the Chesapeake on the basis of 
daily sampling runs made since early June". 
Oxygens below 3.0 ml/1, were observed, though in­
frequently, in the shallows in the Patuxent (Cronin 
and Pritchard, Minutes 26 July, p. 11). Frequency of 
sampling was not reported. 
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b) High Oxygens
Several observers have commented on the occurrence 
of supersaturation,!·�·, from 100 to 200 per cent, by 
oxygen (Whaley, Minutes 21 August; Corey, Minutes 21 
August and others). Supersaturation was often 
accompanied by both high temperatures and salinities 
and in some cases may have occurred rather rapidly due 
to wind turnover. At times higher oxygen readings 
were recorded from lower layers than upper. Super­
saturation often seemed to be related to blooms of red 
water organisms or green algae. 
Not much is known in detail about the possible 
effects of supersaturation by O,(ygen on the fishes in 
question, However, supersaturation is known to cause 
debility and death in some species. There appears to be 
a diffe1"ential effect depending upon the age of the 
affected animal. 
5) Dissolved Nitrogen
It has been suggested, primarily by scientists from CBI, that 
nitrogen supersaturation resulting from an imbalance caused by 
rapidly rising water temperature could be a factor in certain 
of the regularly occurring Chesapeake Bay fish kills. During 
April and May of 1961, CBI scientists recorded 140 per cent 
nitrogen at certain d epths in the Bay. Mass menhaden mortalities 
occurred at the same time. These fish exhibited some symptoms 
of gas distress. 
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HGas disease li has long been recognized as a cause of sickness 
and death in fishes. As long ago as the beginning of this century 
and even earlier, problems of this nature were under con-
sideration by various v10rters, for example, Marsh and Gorham 
(1905). 
6) Other Chemicals
High concentrations of nitrogenous waste by-products and 
compounds and phosphorous and phosphorous-compounds are known 
to occur at times in different areas of the Bay. Especially 
noted for this feature is the upper Potomac estuary where 
various combinations of semi-treated, treated and untreated 
wastes from over two million people and their associated 
activities are discharged into a slowly flushing, tidal-in-
fluenced stream. Some of the smaller tributaries around Norfolk 
as well as the upper James estuary exhibit this characteristic. 
Table II indicates the conditions existing- in the upper Potomac. 
TABLE II
NUTRIENT ENRICHMENT OF THE TIDAL 
POTOMAC RIVER FROM METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON 
Metropolitan Washington Population - 2,000,000 
sewage Treatment Plant Effluent - 200 mgd. _1 
Mean Total Phosphorous Content of Effluent - 15 mil 
Mean Total Nitrogen Content of Effluent - 45 mgl-
Daily Phosphorus Contribution to River - 2.27 x 104 lbs. 
Daily Nitrogen Contribution to River - 6.81 x 104 lbs. 
Annual Phosphorus Contribution to River - 8.3 x �
6 lbs.
Annual Nitrogen Contribution to River - 2. 49 x 10 lbs. 
(continued) 
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Table II Cont'd. 
Value of Annual Phosphorus 11loss 11
Value of Annual Nitrogen 11loss 11
Total Value of N-P Components of Effluents 
$ 664,000 
2,500,000 
$3,164,000 
NUTRIENT CONTRIBUTION FROM POTOMAC RIVER ABOVE WASHINGTON 
Low Flow Conditions - 1000 cfs (Annual average flow - 11,000 cfs) 
Phosphorus - 2.70 x 102 lbs. day-1 
Nitrogen - 5.40 x 103 lbs. day-1 
Moderate Low Flow Conditions - 5,000 cfs. 
Phosphorus - 1.35 x lo3 lbs. day-1
Nitrogen - 2.70 x 10' lbs. day-1 
IF WE ASSUJ."'.IE that the steady state concGntration value is five 
times the"°concentration after� tidal cycle, THEN the level of 
nhosphorus enrichment during low flow conditions may range from 4,000 -
20 000% and the level of nitrogen enrichment may range from 600 - 3,000%. 
(B;sic data from calculations from Rudolfs, 1947; Wolman et al . 1957; 
Brehmer, 1958; and Hume, et al. 1962 .) 
The resulting fe1"tilization of these tidal wate1"s can and 
undoubtedly does cause heavy algae blooms during the summer 
months., l:.·�·, June, July, August, and September. Blooms worthy 
of special note have been observed in the Potomac below Washington 
since 1961. This problem worsens when runoff and dilution is 
reduced by drought and there are extended periods of high sun­
light and low wind conditions as occurred in 1963. 
The problem of overfertilization in the Potomac was mentioned 
by Wolman, Geyer and Pyatt in their report to the Inte1"state 
Committee on the Potomac Basin of 1957 (pp. 48-49). Similar 
problems have been noted by VIMS scientists in Lynnhaven Bay, 
Virginia. The upper Tidal James regularly experiences the same 
difficulty. 
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Though to a lesse1" level, enrichment occurs in the Bay itself 
(Pritchard, Minutes 11 July, p.5), low-level enrichment probably 
also occurs in the York, Rappahannock ancl Seve1"n-Magothy, 
Patapsco and most of the other tributaries involved. 
It is likely that this factor contributed to the fish 
mortality problem in the Potomac River which was the first and 
probably the largest of 1963. The location and timing of both 
the algae blooms and the fish kills were t'lell correlated. It 
must be noted, however, that some of the other areas experiencing 
kills evidently did not experience overfertilization. 
During the course of these discussions, several participants 
commented that nutrient input from the various sources did not 
actually increase appreciably during the periods of kill. Though 
true, this contention is somewhat irrelevant because it is the 
interplay between all the varying climatic and biological con­
ditions that render a condition serious at one time, season or 
place and not another. Though nutrients may not have increased 
over the winte1" and spring or even over the previous year I s 
levels in the Potomac, the climate and hydroclimate were con­
siderably different. 
It might be pertinent to note here that Mr. Auld (Minutes, 
16 July) mentioned that there was a spillage of 40 million gallons 
per day of raw sewage into the Anacostia River on 26 July 1963. 
The record does not indicate how long this specific condition 
e1dsted. It is evident that a lower level of introduction of 
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raw sewage had been going On for some time. The News Letter of 
the Interstate Commission On the Potomac River Basin (Vol. 20, 
No. 7, p. 1) mentions 1;the long-term 'tempora.ry 1 spillage of 
4 million gallons per day of raw sewage into the Anacostia at 
Washington!1• 
Mr. Fry noted considerable quantities of floating fresh 
sewage solids at Mile 85 (distance above the river mouth) on 
2 July (Hargis 1 Notes and Fry, Minutes 26 July). 
Though it is difficult to pinpoint any one of the physical 
and chemical features noted above, or any combination of several 
of them, as being the causative or contributing agent, it i.s 
obvious that environmental conditions were very unusual. It 
is evident that in various places and at various times un­
favorable hydroclimatic conditions existed at the sc1me time as 
fish were dying. Even in those areas where subsequent sampling 
showed more or less normal physical conditions, unfavorable 
conditions could well have existed earlier when kills began. 
It is probably not necessary that unfavorable conditions persist 
to produce debility in fish. Recurring or even a single oc­
currence of poor conditions could have been enough to trigger 
and continue mortalities under certain circumstances. In this 
connection it is especially interesting to note that the fish 
kills diminished perceptibly as the water cooled in 1963. 
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c. Biological Considerations
1) Certain Aspects of the Biology of the Affected Fishes
Little attention was devoted in the subsequent activities 
of the two Committees to the biology of the fishes involved 
in these mortalities yet considerable is known about white 
perch, striped bass and menhaden, the chief fishes killed. 
Aspects of the biology of each of the other species have 
also been reported upon. 
Dr. Mansueti of CBL made intensive studies of white 
perch in the Patuxent River in 1942-1954. He noted 
{Mansueti, R. J., 1961, Ches. Sci., 2 (3-4): 142-202/ that 
the Patuxent population was self-contained, rarely entering 
Bay waters. He said, 11The population is essentially an 
isolated and self-contained one with the high salinity at 
the confluence of the estuary and the Bay possibly repre­
senting an effective physiological barrier against any but 
a minor degree of emigration." 
In examining the age and year-class composition of 
1948-55 collections no 11overwhelming abundance or dominance 
of a particular year-class was noted, though minor fluctu­
ations were evident!'. He did point out that when the 
populations are large in numbers the individuals in those 
populations are usually small-sized. 
Patuxent white perch are a semi-anadromous estuarine 
fish, moving upstream to spavm in the spring and occupying 
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successive dmmst1"eam areas for nursery grounds, feeding 
and wintering. Apparently subpopulations exist in the 
various tributaries and even in different parts of the 
Chesapeake Bay, itself, with little mi1dng (op. cit, p. 201, 
paragraph 12-13; unpublished trai·1l data VIMS files). 
Spawning takes place in tidal fl"esh and slightly brackish 
waters from April to May when water· tempei-1atu1"es are be-
tween 10° and 15° C. Except for fishing pressures other 
sources of mortality were not considered by Mansueti. 
2) Overpopulation
The possibility that white perch populations are quite 
high, perhaps high enough to cause excessive pressures 
especially under conditions of environmental stress has been 
mentioned at various times. The fact that catches of white 
perch and other fishes by sport and commercial fishermen 
were 11normal 11 or 11nearly normal" during and after the massive 
mortalities supports this possibility. 
Not only do heavy populations of any particular species 
or group of species create such problems as space, food and 
even oxygen (under conditions of dissolved oxygen shortage) 
but they facilitate interchange of parasites. 
3) Algal Blooms
Blooms of l"ed and green algae were observed before, 
during, or after kills and in the same areas as dying and 
dead fish were seen in many of the waters experiencing 
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mortalities. This can be supported by data from aerial 
flights by various personnel cf VIMS and the Institute of 
Natural Resources of the University of Maryland and from 
surface observations. 
a) Red Water
Though a no�mal occurrence almost every summer, 
11red wate1"'11 conditions--which are blooms of naked dino­
flagellates of several genera, 1•£•, GY!1)nodinium, 
Cochlidinium and Amphidinium, seem to be increasing. 
Perhaps this apparent trincrease 11 is due only to the 
fact that more people are aware 0£ the potential troubles 
that may result from "red water 1 • o:rganisms and hence 
reporting them more carefully. However, there is some 
evidence (VIMS monthly flight data) that in areas under 
surveillance for seve1"'al years the i;red water 11 condition 
was worse in 1963 than before. It is known that these 
"red water ii :o.rganisms can cause localized changes in 
pH, increases in dissolved oxygen and decreases in 
carbon dimdde during the day and decreases in oxygen 
and increases in carbon dioxide during the night and 
othel"' periods of inadequate light, and that under certain 
conditions they can materially add to the causes pro­
ducing stress effects in fish as well as to benthic 
invertebrates. There is also strong evidence that 
"red water 11 organisms produce some metabolite, perhaps 
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a toxin that interferes with the activities of fishes 
and molluscs (VIMS, Fish Kill Files) . 
b) Green and blue-green algae
In certain localities, especially in the upper 
Potomac where the mortality struck earliest (1 May 1963) 
and hardest, very heavy g1"'owths of green algae were 
observed during 1963. (Fry's comments, Minutes 26 July; 
Hargis flight, 2 August; observations by VIMS personnel 
on R/V PATHFINDER and R/L OBSERVER and CBI personnel 
on R/L LYDIA LOUISE.) 
Dr. Brehmer, see Table III, noted a biomass of 
105 mgl/1 at Mile 70, This may be compared to normal 
biomasses of 5-10 mgl/1 at Gloucester Point. The chief 
phytoplankters involved were fresh water• algae composed 
of Anacystis and some blue-greens. 
TABLE III 
POTOMAC RIVER SESTON RUN 
River Mile 
55 
60 
65 
70 
Total Seston/Liter 
0.01508g 
0.01344g 
0.04228g 
0.10492g 
As can be seen, measurements of organic seston by 
VIMS scientists on 31 July 1963 showed values 10 times 
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higher in the area above Morgantovm Bridge than has 
ever been observed at a continuous station near VIMS 
in York River (a higher salinity area, of course). Some 
blue-greens are known to produce toxins. 
High concentrations of green algae can produce 
changes in the pH of the water and in marked ;_:,creases 
or decreases in dissolved oxygen and other gases associ­
ated with their metabolic activities and thus contribute 
to conditions that might cause stress in populations 
of fishes and invertebrates. 
Green-wate1" blooms were extremely heavy during 
late June, July and August in the tidal Potomac up­
stream of Maryland Point. In some places the clumps 
were so thick that they parted and fell over as boats 
made way. On 2 August conditions were so bad that 
vessel wakes were brownish in a sea of green and they 
actually persisted long after the vessel's passage 
(Fry, Minutes 26 July; Brehmer, Minutes 12 August; 
Hargis, Flight 2 August). 
It is certain that this condition reduced the 
aesthetic qualities of the water in the area, costing 
property owne11s and recreational use1"'s money. These 
11green-water ii blooms probably contributed to the 
mortalities of fishes in the upper Potomac. Blooms 
of both green and red water occu11red where no fishes 
were apparently killed. 
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4) Starvation
It is not known whethe1' possible intense 
competition for food contributed to this problem 
of mortality. 
d. Considerations of Various Possible Causes of Fish Mortalities
Other Than Unfavorable Physical Conditions and/or Disease.
Among the possible causes of mortality that were considered 
and ruled out, at least for the majority of the 1963 kills were: 
(In many cases live fishes of the same and/or different species 
were observed and/or caught by commercial and sport fishermen 
and observers in the same areas as dead fish were seen and 
there seemed little diminution in numbers caught per unit of 
effort though data are not in hand to clearly substantiate this 
impression.) 
1) Explosions - According to CBL scientists familiar with this
problem, explosion-killed fish exhibit a characteristic
appearance reportedly not seen in the fishes sampled.
2) Industrial Pollution - While industrial wastes may have
contributed to environmental stress in specific localities,
kills from toxic industrial wastes could not have exhibited
the observed patterns of kill.
3) Agricultural Pollution - Might have contributed but there is
no evidence of any serious problems of this sort.
4) Oil Pollution - No evidence of any serious pollution by oil.
5) Thermal Pollution - Any heat added to Potomac or other
rivers would be but an insignificant amount compared to the
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intense solar radiation experienced. 
6) Fishing Destruction - There was no evidence of fishing
damage on the fishes except in the lower York mortality.
e. Symptomology
1) Appearance
a) In observing Rappahannock fish, Owens and Hargis
(Minutes 12 August) noted that in both dying menhaden
and white perch blood suffusions occurred in the axillae
of the paired fins. Hemorrhaging was noted in the
lower half of the eye and in the snout. 
b) Owens (Report, 25 October) noted subcutaneous hemorrhages
in the axillae and snouts and capillary fragility in
his samples of fishes from various places. He further
noted whitish lesions on the surface and inside of the
spleen, yellowish-brm-m discolorations of the liver
surfaces, "clubbing 11 of the gill lamellae and empty
intestines with occasional ulceration of the submucosa.
Histologically, the liver and spleen showed many foci
of yellowish-brown deposits giving an iron (Prussian
Blue) and periodic acid Schiff (PAS) reaction. Luko­
cytosis was evident in moribund fish and splenic
abscess;s with little or no inflamatory reaction were
noted. Acute bacteremia was noted in all cases of
dead and moribund white perch but in no live ones. A
moribund Rappahannock menhaden did not exhibit this
condition.
2) 
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c) (Hooper, Technical Report 21 August) 11There are charac­
teristics which are common to all dying and recently
dead fish. All mortalities have reddish throats and
jaws. There appears to be hemorrhaging beneath the
preopercle plate and in some instances at the base(s)
of the pelvic and pectoral fins. On the--other hand
certain caudal, pelvic and pectoral fin veins appeared
to be totally or almost absent of blood. No internal
differences could be found save for a tightly inflated
air bladder and an apparent inflation of the intestines
which suggests gas build-up. Healthy fish which have
been examined do not show the highly inflated condition
of the air bladder and intestine. ti 
d) (Joseph, Memo 14 August) noted in dead white perch in
the Rappahannock that, napproxirnately 20 per cent of
those examined appeared to be fresh ••• no deterioration
in color and gills were still bright red. There
appeared to be some hemorrhaging in front of the
clithrum and the preopercles. Othe-rwise, the fish
showed no exte1"'nal signs of trauma!.
Behavior 
a) (Whaley, Minutes 12 August) reported that Army Engineers'
observers working on the Potomac channel observed
striped bass in distress. They noted that the fish
surfaced, then sounded and then floated to the surface
belly up, presumably dying thereafter.
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b) (Hooper, Technical Report 21 August) observed a dying
fish in the shallows in the Patuxent. It was first seen
swimming near the surface of the water·. When approached
it darted to the bottom and tried to hide in the grass
(Ruppia sp.), but floated helplessly to the surface
where it foundered. This was repeated but positive
buoyancy caused surfacing again. It continued for ten
minutes until the fish was lost from view.
Of course, it is difficult to determine from these 
descriptions of behavior and appearance of dead and 
dying fishes what the cause or causes could have been. 
These reactions and appearances are ·often observed in 
captive fishes dying of various causes, i·�·, externul 
or internal parasites, gas disturbances, etc. It is 
not possible to rule out gas disturbances as seems to 
to have been done by several observers. 
DJSCUSSION 
It is not possible to assume that all of the fish kills occurring 
in 1963 were caused by a single specific factor. In fact, the kills in 
the various rivers could actually have been unrelated e;ccept as to the 
principal victims, i·�·, white perch, striped bass and a few other 
species of fishes corrmon to most mortality incidents. Evidence pre­
sented above and elsewhere in the deliberations suggests that climatic 
and hydrographic conditions, abnormal even for summertime, were in 
force throughout the Bay and its ·tributaries this past summer. Evidence 
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also indicates that disease-producing bacterial parasites played a part,
perhaps the terminal role, in the deaths of these fishes.
It is possible that both general classes of factors are, in­
deed, involved and more detailed consideration of each is in order. It
must be reiterated, however, that the evidence available allows no
positive conclusions or statements. 
According to parasitological theory, it is unlikely that disease 
was the sole cause of the mortalities. Parasites are normally relatively 
well accommodated to their hosts (though this is not always so nor 
need it be so even for a nsuccessful 11 parasite cont1"ary to general 
beliefs) and rarely cause epidemics until one of the following things 
occurs: 
1) A normally mildly pathogenic or non-pathogenic parasite
mutates into a more virulent form.
2) A foreign parasite is introduced into an host population.
3) A normally non-pathogenic or mildly pathogenic parasite,
always with the host, is allowed to multiply more heavily
than normally and have a greater effect than usual on the
host when·:.the: host population comes under stress due to one
or a combination of stress-producing factors.
Though neither of these possibilities can be definitely ruled 
out, the available evidence indicates that if a disease-producing parasite 
is actually involved in causing the deaths (and provided that the 
parasites noted are themselves not just another symptom) the last 
possibility is most likely. 
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Because we know little about the normal comple�ents of bacterial 
and protozoan parasites of the fishes involved no one can state with 
surety that the bacterial picture seen by Bullock, Snieszko and Owens 
in 1963 is not an accompanying factor or a result rather than a cause 
of death. It is known that enteric bacteria normally living in the host 
without causing harm can become widely dispersed in a sick or dying 
individual, fishes or mammals, even before death occurs. 
It is definite that more than one species of fish with more thffi1 
one species of bacterium \·Jas involved in the samples mentioned above and 
not all dying and dead fish samples bore the most-suspected bacterium-­
the polar staining, gram-negative bacillus of Bullock and Snieszko. 
Most of the white perch did bear this bacterium--evidently alone, though 
it is difficult to determine from the Technical Reports how thorough 
the parasitological examinations were. Other fishes carried various 
Bacillus and Vibrio species. 
Consideration of the data presented above and of the various 
documents on which this study is based indicr1tes that bacterial disease 
was not solely responsible for these mortalities but that it was a 
consequence of debility. The same probably holds true for the 1964 
James mortality--protozoans were probably not the only cause of death. 
Study of Mansueti's work (Ches. Sci. 1961) indicates that the 
white perch populations of the various tributaries and even parts of the 
Bay, itself, are largely self-contained and make little contact with 
other such populations, especially those in the tributaries, Some of 
the other species exhibit the same characteristic. Mansueti (op. cit.) 
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notes that the higher salinity of the Bay probably prevents or dis­
courages the movement of white perch outside the Patuxent. In 1963, which 
was characterized by even higher salinities than normal, this isolation 
may have been reinforced and interchange between geographical populations 
correspondingly reduced. If it is assumed that a parasitic epidemic was 
the chief cause of mortality and the epidemic started in the Potomac 
where the first and most extensive(?) kills were noted than it is 
apparent that some mechanism of spreading the disease was necessary. 
This would have been by contact between infected and uninfected population"'
or exposure to bacteria borne in the water. There is little evi.dence 
of interchange of water between the upper Potomac and the upper Patuxent 
and Rappahannock and Mansueti 1 s findings indicate little interchange 
between populations of white perch. 
Inasmuch as high salinity seems to be an effective barrier to 
white perch, pe:rh aps even more than to other fishes, it is possible 
that white perch populations held upstream after their spring spawning 
runs or pushed upstream afterwards by increasing salinities ( 11salinity 
compression °) were placed under stress of overc1°ot1ding. In addition, 
environmental stresses (probably always greatest in the zone of inter­
play between brackish and fresh \·Ja ters) coupled with results of man's 
activities (always greatest in these upriver areas especially in the 
Potomac, Patuxent, Rappahannock and many other rivers and the Bay), 
compounded by the normally reduced volume of the water in these areas 
(the rivers narrow and even shoal here) resulted in deleterious effects 
on the fishGs involved. 
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The "compression effect" noted here and elsewhere could be an 
effective mechanism of producing stress and allO'i'ling parasites to spread. 
It is likely to occur not only in summer or drought periods when brackish 
water species are driven upstream but in winter ,·1hen low temperatures 
cause fish to congregate and in shallow tributaries where highly local 
oxygen depletion conditions 01"' rapidly falling temperatures cause 
restriction or by contamination barriers. (Evidences of all three exist). 
Some dying and dead 'i'lhite perch were affected by acute bacteremia 
from a polar-staining, gram-negative rod which may have contributed 
to their deaths. Others bore other species of bacteria. Therefore, 
parasitic disease was involved in the 1963 mortalities. Protozoan 
parasites seem to have been involved in the 1964 James mortalities. 
However, it is likely that disease conditions developed after or as 
physiological stress occurred. Despite the millions of white perch and 
other fishes killed, there is little evidence that the populations of 
these fishes were significantly reduced in any of the kills. 
FACTORS OTHER THAN FISH MORTALITIES 
1. Economic losses
Associated with the mortality itself was the economic loss 
resulting from the unsightliness and unpleasant odors and other 
attributes of dying and dead f-ishesfloating and in the water and cast 
up on the beach. Losses due to these factors ,·1ere evidently heavy 
in the vicinity of Colonial Beach en the Virginia Shore and in the 
tidewater counties in southern Maryland. The kills coincided with 
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periods of heaviest beach and water use encompassing the 4th of July
weekend and extending through to late August and even into September.
Not only did the existence of moribund and dead fishes in the water
and on the beaches cause localized problems but the wide-spread 
publicity undoubtedly magnified these losses to an extent not 
justified by the problem, itself. 
It is, of course, necessary that the public be made aware of 
these problems in order• that they clearly recognize what they must 
insist be done and what they must pay for in order to preserve the 
aesthetic and economic attributes of our valuable aquatic resources. 
Because of this aspect, it is. likely that the publicity of 1963 
and 1964 will be ultimately beneficial to all concerned in the 
long run--provided the public insists that all possible measures 
be undertaken and maintains this interest. If interest is not 
sustained the mitigating benefits of long-term rectification will 
be forfeited and the publicity will have been economically costly 
and in vain. 
More careful publicity in 1963 probably would have resulted 
in less economic loss to the recreational industries of the Potomac 
and Patu;(ent Rivers and the upper Bay. Because it occurred so 
early, the 1964 James kill did not cause this economic distress. 
Well-planned and executed efforts at beach and water clean-
up immediately following fish kills will p1�obably reduce unfavorable 
publicity especially if these plans and efforts are properly 
publicized ahead of time. 
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The pea-soup green algae conditions in the Potomac from 
Quantico to Washington undoubtedly caused considerable aesthetic 
difficulties and economic losses in 1963 and in other recent years. 
It seems likely that these summer bloom conditions, which have 
been worsening for several years--not just in drought years, will 
continue to worsen unless successful efforts to reduce the load of 
treated and untreated sewage being discharged into the Potomac from 
Washington and its Maryland and Virginia suburbs are undertaken. 
Should this difficulty persist, deleterious long-term economic 
effects will be felt by private and commercial property-owners, 
recreational and tourist industries and eventually fishermen and 
producing industries and the enjoyment of the Potomac by property 
ovmers and casual partakers will be seriously diminished. 
Similar conditions are developing in other tributaries of the 
Chesapeake Bay and seem destined to occur more frequently. Un­
fortunately, we do not know enough about them--their effects to 
know how potentially serious they are. This is probably a se1"ious 
problem that must both be guarded against and solved. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Often fish mortalities are excellent indicators of unfavorable 
environmental conditions. Where these unfavorable environmental con­
ditions are nature's, perhaps little can be done. \'Jhere they are man's 
they can be corrected or preventati.ve � measures are possible. 
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Those data believed to be pertinent to the massive Chesapeake 
fish mortality(ies) of 1963 have been brought together in an attempt to 
determine the cause or causes, or at least to see whether any clear 
pattern or patterns were evident. These pieces of information have 
been selected, it is hoped without undue bias, following a review of 
all the data available. The report encompasses the places and times of 
occurrence of the various fish kills of record, the species and estimates 
or actual counts of their numbel"'S, their ages and such other host in­
formation as was available. Also included are ce1"'tain data on 
climatology of the Chesapeake Bay drainage area, hydroclimatological 
factors such as salinity, temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen contaminants 
and biological factors, �·E•, life history, reports of algae blooms and 
parasite data. 
These analyses indicate that the mortalities \'lere probably 
brought about by a combination of physical and biological factors. It 
is likely that these factors differed in the different tributaries, 
and at different times in the same area, and even for the different 
species killed • 
Bacteria seem to be associated with the deaths with a different 
species or group of species active in each of the different genera of 
fishes. Not all dead and moribund fish contained the same bacteria. 
Several of the 1963 mortalities, i·�·, the menhaden mortalities 
and the upper York and Dragon Run kills, were more tenuously connected 
to those in the Rappahannock, the Potomac, the Middle Bay, itself, 
and other Middle Bay tributaries. 
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It seems likely that the fish populations involved were sub­
jected to conditions of environmental stress fo:r a pei�iod sufficient 
to cause physiological stresses which encouraged and/or allowed normally 
non- or mildly pathogenic bacteria, normally occurring in each of the 
several different species, to become virulent either by reducing host­
resistance or encouraging bacterial prevalence thus resulting in deaths 
of the hosts. It is less likely that disease was involved as the sole 
or initiating cause of the mo1�talities than it is that environmental 
conditions played an initiating or even predominant role. 
Among the possible environmental stresses involved were: 
1) extremely low or high dissolved oxygens or other gases, 2) high
or rapidly increasing or decreasing temperatures, 3) increased salinities 
and, perhaps, temporary or long-term overcrowding. The effects of these 
physical factors could have been comp-:,mnded by local o;(ygen competition 
caused by the blooms of green and brown (naked dinoflagellates) algae 
which occurred widely. It is also possible that to)dns 01'.' other 
metabolites from these algae could have acted adversely on the fishes. 
Some of the economic implications of these mortalities and algal 
bJ.ooms and their after effects have been discussed. In resume' these 
are: 1) losses to resort owners, 2) losses to the sport fishing 
industry, and 3) long-term deleterious effects on land and resource 
values. 
Of especial significance is the fact that a considerable amount 
of necessary knowledge, knm·1ledge that is needed to permit clearer 
understanding of the possible factors involved in these kills and blooms 
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and evaluation and development of preventative measures, if possible
or indicated, is lacking. This lack must be eliminated as quickly as 
possible, Because this type of research is often very slow, this work 
should go forward at once. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Except in certain areas known to be unfavorable like the upper 
Potomac, it may be that tlidespread fish mortalities are rare--so rare 
that remedial measures would be uneconomical. Hm·,ever•, they do seem 
to be worsening, even in the Bay, and the system must be carefully 
watched in the ensuing yeaI'S for signs of long-term trouble. Despite 
the uncertainties involved in the preceding discussion certain re­
commendations for temporary solutions are possible. 
These recommendations are as follows: 
1) In order to reduce the economic losses to the recreation
industry, the localities, with or without the help of the
state involved, should plan and prepare fo:;_, beach and water
clean-up and make such plans and preparations widely known.
Where it is widely known that clean-up programs will
automatically follow, less loss of revenue from unfavo11ablc
publicity is likely. Professional beachcombers have shown
that it is economically feasible to recover very small :items
such as rings and coins from beaches using various devices.
It should be possible to clean up fishes which are large.
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Whether a clean-up program would be economically 
feasible Ol"' not would seem to be dependent upon a number of 
factors. These are: 
a) The severity of the problem
b) The additional losses that would occur were clean-up,
even costly clean-up, not attempted.
c) The development of more efficient means of beach and
water clean-up than are now employed in the Chesapeake
area. (Florida conservation agencies and resort opera­
tors who have had much experience with cleaning up 
after red-tide associated kills, should be consulted.) 
d) Resort owne1"'s and communities should learn of and
immediately contact the agencies directly involved
rather than broadcasting their distress.
2) In view of the fact that the white perch i·1er•e involved
primarily (without these fish in the kills no contamination
problem would have e;dsted in most places and ·economic
losses would have been much reduced) it may be feasible to
take steps to reduce the population levels of fishes. Though
such efforts miqht well not be effective (after all, millions.
of white perch were killed in 1963 with little seeming effect
on subsequent catches by fishermen) the follm'ling might be 
tried: 
a) Elimination of all size, age and seasonal catch limits
on white perch.
i 
! 
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b) Publicize the problem and encourage sport fishermen to
make a special effort to catch and retain white perch.
c) Encourage commercial fishermen to catch and marl�et
greater quantities of white perch.
d) Use trawls, drift nets, poison or explosives to capture
or destroy concentrated wintering concentrations. Care
would have to be taken not to eliminate other species
at the same time.
3) Because overfertilization in the tidal Potomac from Wash-
ington to Quantico is a serious and persistent problem which
results in se1�ious decrradation of the aesthetic, commercial
and recreational attributes of the river and both heavily
populated shores of the river, it is absolutely necessary
that solutions to this problem be sought and developed. The
suggestion has been advanced that effluents from the Wash-
ington area treatment plants be piped to the Chesapeake
Bay where greater dilution would occur. This eventuality
should be considered but extremely carefully. All of the
physical, chemical and biological factors involved 1,1ould
have to be clGarly understood. Much research would have
to be done prior to this eventuality.
At the same time 1�esearchers concerned with such 
matters should be encouraged and enabled to carry out 
studies on development of techniques for :cemoving' these 
fertilizing materials from the treatment plant effluents 
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or of changing their properties. It would be best, of 
course, if a practical way could be devised to utilize the 
nitrogen and phosphorous fertilizers in agriculture (or 
aquiculture), gardening or chemical p1�ocessing. 
The problem of overfertilization must be solved not only 
because of its import to the resources and economic values 
of the Potomac and James Rivers but because as an inevitable 
result of more people, and more human activities, which 
occur despite full treatment of wastes. It is a rapidly 
worsening difficulty. 
4) Especially noteworthy is the need for additional information
about factors involved in fish mortalities. We must under­
stand this problem, The types of information that are needed,
coupled with recommendations for research were .developed
by the Research Subcommittee of Governor Tawes' Committee
to Coordinate Studies of Fish Mortality in the Potomac
River. (See Appendix B) 
Briefly, more data from well conceived and ccnducted 
field studies are necessary. To enable this a more adequate 
1�eporting and follow-up system for fish kills is needed. 
It is recommended that such be established in Virginia as 
well as Maryland and, if necessary, the small additional 
funds necessary to carry out this recommendation be provided. 
5) The most important finding is that considerable basic infor­
mation conce:mir:g the possible after-effects of high
--, 
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salinity, high temperature, high and low dissolved oxygen, 
11red II and ngreen wate1"11 organisms on fishes is lacking.
Also absent is precise knowledge concerning physiology c1nd 
parasitology of the fishes. 
This will require basic and applied research in sevex·al 
areas. It is recommended that these studies be pushed as 
rapidly as possible. 
If the deleterious aspects of fish mortalities and 
their unde:d ying causes are to be mitigated or prevented it 
will only be through knowledge. 
Given proper support Science probably can find the 
necessary solutions. It should be encouraged to do so. 
Respectfully submitted for the Committee 
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1·Jilliam J. Hargis, Jr. 
Chairman 
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ADDENDUM 
Among the reasons for the delay in final preparation of the 
report on 1963 Chesapeake Bay fish kills were: 1) the occurrence of a 
sizable mortality of white perch and other species in the James River 
in May of 1964,and 2) continuation of the severe drought conditions 
thought to have been at least partially responsible for the fish l<ills 
in 1963. With the early mortality of the same species of fishes as 
died in 1963 and the apparent development of the same climatic con-
ditions as occurred in that year it was decided to await possible
development of the same patterns of severe mortalities and include
them in the analysis. Judging from the data at hand, the Bay-wide
mortalities noted in 1963 did not occur despite the steadily increasing
salinities and high levels of insolation.
Data concerning possible fish kills in Maryland waters are 
not available to me. However, relatively few were reported in Virginia's 
portion of the Bay and its tributaries. 
Spatial and Temporal Aspects 
Potomac River (17 May 1964) -- Keith Fry (ICPRB-Washington) called to
state that Mr. Charles Riser of Sp1�ingfield, Virginia had noticed dead
fish, mostly white perch, in the Potomac around Hallowing Point on 17
May 1964. Said called the Maryland Fish Kill number (TFC) and learned 
that Mr. Hollis was out trying to collect fish for Leetown. 
James River (12 May 1964) -- Dr. Joseph (VIMS) reported in a memorandum 
of 15 May 1964 that he had received a report of la1�ge numbers of dead 
fish observed at the Jamestown Ferry crossing (Scotland Neck--Jamestown 
landing) on 12 May 1964 (from a visiting relative). Dr. Joseph and 
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Mr. Richards made a reconaissance trip to the James on 13 May 1964. 
Many dead fish were observed stranded as well as floating. According 
to ferry personnel, the 1dll had begun around the 6th of May.
shoreline: 
At Jamestown Island they observed along one-half mile of 
Species ---
White perch 
White catfish 
Channel catfish 
Catfish (both) 
Gizzard shad 
Glut herring 
Alewife 
River herring 
Anquilla rostrata 
Lamprey eel 
Striped bass 
Lepomis sp. 
Approx. Nos. 
Many (90% of 
total :kill) 
Numerous adults 
Numerous adults 
See above 
Numerous 
Several 
Several 
Several 
Single adult 
Actual 
Count per 100 ft. 
180 
8 
4 
1 
Single adult (large) 
Single adult 
All white perch were adults or subadults, ranging from 3 11 to 
711 in about the same proportions expected in natural populations.
,Juveniles were 11conspicuously absent 11 from the groups of dead fish. At 
the time of the observation no fish had been dead less than 24 hours. 
Reconnaissance at Hopewell ferry 30 miles upstream from the site of 
first examination revealed many dead fish of the same species in less 
advanced stages of decomposition than those belO'i·1 (in addition to the 
species listed above one shad was seen at this site;. 
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18 May 1964 - 19 May 1964 -- Mr. J. P. vJhitcomb of VIMS reported re­
ceiving reports of an extensive fish kill involving large rock fish in 
the James. He checked and saw numerous one-half pound rock fish(?) on 
shore along with many white and silver perch. Few fish were seen on 
the water on the 18th. On the 19th, however, there were many on the river 
from James River Bridge to Wrec·k Shoal, itself, including one four pound 
rock.fish. 
9 May 1964 -- Mr, Drewry of Washington (letter 26 May) noticed large
numbers of fairly fresh dead fish on the beach at Cobham Bay across 
from Jamestown Island. Counted along 40 or 50 yards, some were floating. 
He believed they were mostly .white· perch 4 11 - 7 11 long. Some fl"eshly 
dead. 
This probably confirmed the ferry personnel report that dead 
fish began appearing around the 6th of May. 
19 May 1964 -- Dr. Brehme1" and Mr. Leigh (Report 19 May) checked the 
James at D1", Salley 's (Newport News Health Dept.) request. Dead fish, 
mostly white perch in late stages of decomposition were seen on the 
beaches around the James River Bridge. An hour's run in Hampton Roads 
in R/1 OBSERVER disclosed no recently killed fish. Probably came from
earlier upstream kill.
In a complete review of the kill including biological and 
physical data (Brehme1" 's report 15 June 1964) it was estimated by 
several observers (VIMS) that over a million fish \·1ere killed but 
stated that none of the envi�·nmental parameters measu1"ed wer'e abnormal 
in the area examined which covered from Dancing Point, Mile 34 to 
Jordan Point Mile 56, 
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James River 27 May 196t'.'!:. -- Hargis on board R/V PATHFINDER at Brown Shoal 
sighted one (or more) recently dead white perch floating belly up with 
ventral region swelled by gas. The operculae v1ere spread and the gills 
still red, so they had not been dead too long. 
James River 29 May 1964 or 1 June 1964 -- Hargis reported that two dead white 
perch, which obviously had been dead for a day or more but were 
not badly decomposed, were seen floating by PATHFINDER station on 29 
May 1964 at Brown Shoal (special cruise of OJR). As I now I1ecollect 
other fishhad been seen by other vessels. 
Chemical Ana�ysis of Fish 
Mr. Nelson Thomas of the T. A. & I Section of the Public 
Health Service Region III Office, collected fish samples for tissue and 
blood examples. 
In a report dated 15 September 1964 the PHS transmitted its 
results to the Water Control Board which relayed them to VIMS. The 
results of the heavy metal analysis are presented in Table I (directly 
from the report). Of these data the most interesting are those for Cu 
as shown in Table II below: 
Addendum Table II 
copper (micrograms per gram) 
Catfish 
Catfish gill 
Wnite perch gill 
White perch liver 
Catfish gill 
Catfish bone 
Catfish liver 
White perch gill 
White perch bone 
White perch live1� 
5. 
6. 
9. 
}1060. 
16. 
15. 
23. 
30. 
10. 
>12 50.
Metal 
Zinc 
Cadmium 
Arsenic 
Boron 
Iron 
Aluminum 
Manganese 
Bismoth 
Beryllium 
Copper 
Silver 
Nickel 
Cobalt 
Lead 
Chromium 
Vanadium 
Barium 
Strontium 
Addendwn-TABLE I 
Heavy Metals by Spectrographic Analyses. James River Fish Specimens 
:!{: 3 -IJ. 4 -J.p' 8 -I!- 9 -11- 1 0 u 1J I Jr 1J- -
if= l #- 2 white white {,� 5 #: 6 ff: 7 white white white 
catfish catfish perch perch catfish catfish catfish perch perch perch 
liver gill qill liver gill _ __ _ bone liver gill bone liver 
- ug/gm___ ug/g ug/g ug/l- ug/g ug/g ug/g ug/g ug/g ug/g 
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Table III indicates the results of electron capture gas 
chromatographic tests for insecticides and metabolites. 
J\DDENDUM TABLE III 
Insecticide &-
Location Source Species Type Sample Metabolite re-
covered in ppm
Jamestown catfish (live) blood negative 
Jamestown catfish (live) blood negative 
Jarnestovm carp blood negative 
Jamestown ex. net carp (live) whole O.lODDT-0.07
DDE
Jamestown white perch (dead) whole 0.46 DDT-0.12 
DDE 
Hopewell catfish (live) blood negative 
Hope\·1ell bullhead (live) blood negative 
Hopewell bullhead (live) blood negative 
Hopewell catfish (dying) blood negative 
Hopewell net catfish (live) whole(?) l.2DDT-0.34DDE
Hopewell herring (dead) blood negative 
Brandon- catfish (?) whole(?) 0.19DDT-0.12DDE 
Claremont 
From these results PHS personnel concluded that, 11 ,. •·. some of 
the fish in the James River had been exposed to DDT 11 • They concluded
further that, 11the results indicate funther that coppe:c may have played 
a role in the fish kill. Accordingly, it would appear that some in-
dustrial waste, high in copper, might be suspect. r, Because the data are 
far from conclusive this caution was commendable. 
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Patholoqy 
Mr. Dean Owens, Histopathologist of VIHS examined eight (8) 
dead white perch from various places in the lower tidal James, i.·.§.·,
Deep Creek (20 May), Jamestown Island (13 & 20 May) and James River 
Bridge (26 May) and four (4) white perch taken alive at Sandy Point 
(caught in commercial fyke net and brought into laboratory alive). Of
these,three (3) of the dead fishes were discarded because they were too
decomposed. Thus, five (5) recently dead and four (4) live fishes were 
examined, Addendum Table IV. 
A9dendum TABLE IV 
CASE HISTORY OF WHITE PERCH (ROCCUS AMERICANUS) CASUi\LTIES SUBMITTED FOR 
PATHOLOGICAL STUDIES FROM THE JAMES RIVER MAY 1964 FISH KILL 
No. Fish Total Condition Histologic 
(Collector) Length Sex When Rec'd. Location Date File Code 
4(Davis 18.4 cm(l) F Dead Jamestown 5-13-64
Island 
14.6 cm(2) M Dead Ii 5-13-64
17.1 cm(3) M Dead II 5-13-64
14.0 cm(4) M Dead II 5-13-64 MP-92 Se'.i
2(0wens) 15, 5 cm(5) M Dead Deep Creek 5-20-64 MP-94
11 
(mouth) 
16.6 cm(6) F Dead II 5-20-64 MP-95 11 
l(Wood) 11. 5 cm(7) M Dead Jamestmm 5-20-64 MP-96
11 
Island 
l(Joseph) 17.5 cm(8) F Dead James River 5-26-64 MP-97 
11 
Bridge (J 13) 
4(Brehmer) �·� 17.2 cm(9) F .. · Alive Sandy Point 5-27-64 MP-98 
Ii 
16.4 cm(lO) F Alive t1 5-27-64 MP-99 11 
16.7 cm(ll) F Alive 11 5-27-64 MP-100 n
15.0 cm(l2) F Alive 11 5-27-64
----------------------------------
12 fish, Total 
* Fish caught in commercial fyke net and delivered to laboratory alive.
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The results of Mr, Owen t s examination are included in Addendum 
Table Vin which the total parasite picture is presented� 
Most of the fish bore more than one plant or animal parasite. 
Many bore metazoans of various g:roups. While the metazoans noted may have 
p:coduc8d stress in the hosts, it is unlikely that they were the cause of 
death. 
Especially interesting are the results of bacterial and pro­
tozoan examinations. Cultures of aseptically dra\-m cardiac blood were 
made to test for bacteremia using a modified trypicase soy agar medium. 
All were negative. Small homogeneous colonies of a large, metachromatic, 
gram-negative bacillus were seen in tissue sections especially in areas 
where other parasites occurred. It was predominant even in areas of 
autolytic contamination. 
All five recently dead fish bore sporozoans (Coccidia--Ei�ri� 
sp.) in their bile ducts, gallbladders, the myocardium and in the lumen 
o:E the gut. Four of the five also bore another sporozoan (a Myxosporidian 
Myxidium sp.). Two of the live fishes had slight cases of the myxidiam. 
Extensive histological damage was associated with the specific areas of 
infection in the five recently dead fish.(See Addendum Table V, page 9). 
It is, therefore, quite possible that these fishes were killed 
directly by the sporozoans, 
James River (29 May 1964) City of Richmond personnel reported a number 
of dead and dying fish at Deepwater Terminal (tvCB Memo Report to Board 
of 30 June 1964). WCB investigation showed dead fish extending from 
Richmond to Bermuda Hundred and low DO t s in the river around and below 
Deepwater Terminal. WCB personnel decided that low DO t s killing the 
fish were caused by run-off contamination coupled with low-flows, waste 
load and hot weather. 
Addendwn T2-'iBLE Va PROFILE OF PARASITES TiffECTL"JG WHITE PERCH (ROCCUS AMERICANUS) SAMPLES COLLECTED DU..''UNG 
THE MAY '64 EPIDEMIC ON THE JAMES RIVER. 
ECTOPARASITES: 
CI·ustacea 
Isopoda, adult 
Copepoda, adult (Arqulus sp.) 
Mollusca 
Glochidia, hookless 
Trematoda 
Monogenea, adult (Dactylogyrid) 
Hirudinea, adult 
Fungi 
(Saprolegnia sp.) 
ENDOPARASITES: 
Trematoda 
Digenea, adult (Stephanostomum sp.) 
Metacercarial encystment 
Cestoda, larval 
Pleurocercoid, encysted 
Procercoid (?) 
Nematoda 
Adult 
Larval 
Degenerative nodules 
Sporozoa 
Hyxosporidia, spore (Myxidium sp.) 
Coccidia, spore (Eimeria sp.) 
1 
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* Fish numbers coincide with numerical order established in TABLE I, TOTAL LENGTH column (2), to permitcross reference.
�h·'Plasmodium present without mature spore forms detected.
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James System - Nansemond River -- (WCB Memo 28 July 1964) -- WCB personnel
(Mr. Prager) investigated a report of thousands of dead fish in Nansemond
near Suffolk. 
�� 
"Minnows 11
Menhaden 
No. 
ca. 300 
100,000 - 2;, - 6 11 long 
Bull<. of dead fish were around Brady's Marina. 
Mr. Jennings concluded that the kill in the western branch of 
the Nansemond where dissolved oxygen levels ranged from 4.7 ppm to 2.0
ppm was caused by inadequate dissolved oxygen. 
Because of the paucity of dead fish and the late stages of 
decomposition most were in, it was decided that further investigation 
would be fruitless. No further kills were reported, 
Potomac River 19 January 1965 -- Mr. Robert Norris of the Potomac River 
Fisheries Commission reported (on 20 January 1965) fish, mostly white 
perch, dying in the vicinity of Swan Point off Cobb Island in the 
Potomac. About 200 fish per acre were estimated by Mr. W. H. Webb, 
Inspector, of PRFC who initially reported the kill. Mr. Joe Manning
said he would send some samples for parasitological analysis if he 
could. (We did not receive them.) 
It was reported incidentally, that similar kills have occurred 
at this time and in this place in previous years. This may be a quite 
localized kill phenomenon, perhaps entrapment and chilling. It is not 
known what Maryland authorities have concluded in this instance. 
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York River 20 May 1964 -- Received a call from Mr. W. E. Belvin reporting 
that a tonger working upriver on Mr, Bolden Bunting's ground saw dead 
fish, some white perch, floating by his boat. We subsequently made a 
cruise in R/V PATHFINDER to look for dead fish, sample the water and 
query people along the way. 
Among the few dead fish seen were: 
.§Recies Nos. 
?:::nquilla 2 
Toadfish 1 
Menhaden 5-6 decomposed 
Small fish (?) 1
One oysterman above Camp Perry reported seeing numerous toadfish 
and eels and an occasional perch during the week. He pointed out that 
crab potters had just started \·JOr1dng in the area. 
The Camp Perry Post Game Warden (Mr. Nelson Smith) said that a 
pond spillway had broken 18 May 1964 near Mr. Bolden Bunting's grounds and 
some bream, pumpkinseed and bass \1ere lost to 1�iver. One dead white perch 
had been seen nearby. No other fish were knmm to have died around this 
time. 
Though some fish, probably white perch, striped bass and other 
species died in small numbers in the York, their numbers were not great, 
nor was the duration of the kill prolonged. The large numbers of toadfish 
Opsanus, and eel,_Anquilla, may be attributed to activity of crab potters 
who corrmonly catch these species and cull them. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Even though drought conditions prevailed in the Chesapeake Bay 
area and its tributaries in 1964, except for localized rains in the 
immediate Tidewater area itself, and the salinity continued to climb, the 
massive kills noted in 1963 under similar conditions did not occur. 
After the occurrence of the large James River mo�tality in May of 1964 
which seemed to portend a bad year, relatively fe\1 fish died in Virginia 
waters. Limited fish mortalities did occur in isolated tributar•ies and 
it is understood LMr. Hollis of Maryland Department of Chesapeake Bay 
Affairs (formerly TPC); pe1"sonal communicatio,!l/ that fairly significant 
kills of menhaden (�revoortia tyrannus) took place in the middle of the 
Bay around and above the mouth of the Potomac during the summer but 
the great white perch--striped bass kills did not recur in 1964 though 
it was expected that they would do so under such continuing climatic 
conditions. It is possible that summer and fall fish mortalities did not 
occur in 1964 because the massive kills of 1963 had already effectively 
reduced white perch populations thus eliminating one aspect of stress 
or reducing the chance of interchange of parasites. In this regard, it 
is perhaps significant that the only area in which a sizable 1dll occnrred 
outside of the middle Bay menhaden deaths, was the James system which, 
as far as \·Je know, did not e;(perience noticeable mortalities in 1963. 
The slight winter kill of white perch and other species noted 
in the Potomac was probably a local phenomenon. (It is possible that 
this population might have had a chance to build back up during the more 
than a year intervening Gven though decimated by the massive 1963 11popu­
lation adjustment n.) 
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In the light of the limited data at hand concerning 1964-
mortalities., there is little reason to alter earlier conclusions that 
stress conditions, f·�·, high or low DO, over-fertilization, population 
pressures, interspecific competition, 11compression 11 , either acting by 
themselves or in concert with parasitic complications caused most of 
these nunexplainable11 mortalities.
It should be reiterated, however, that we must be able to 
distinguish the specific causes, initiating, intermediate and final, of 
these all-scale fish kills ( "population adjustments 1;) before remedies 
or preventative measures can be suggested, should such measures be de­
sirable. Thus, greater l<nowledge of the fishes and their relationships 
with the various factors of their physical and biological environments 
can be assessed. Without such assessment it is difficult or impossible 
to set realistic standards for• estuarine water quality or to effectively 
manage these estuarine fishes. 
..I 
APPENDIX A 
INTERIM REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE ON THE 
1963 POTOMAC RIVER FISH DISASTER 
PREFACE 
Fish mortalities have occurred in the Chesapeake Bay and elsewhere 
for thousands of years. Until the advent of man and subsequent develop-
ment of his ability to make large-scale changes in the marine environment, 
these mortalities have been due to 11 natural 11 causes. As man has contam-
inated the streams, changed their courses and reduced their flows, 
"abnormal or unnatural11 factors have been introduced and mortalities in 
fish and other marine populations have apparently increased in frequency 
and severity. The 1963 Potomac River Fish Disaster is evidently one of 
the worst on record for that river. Since this severe mortality occurred, 
fishes in the Patuxent River, upper Chesapeake Bay and Rappahannock River 
have suffered mortalities, some of which are still going on. We are 
actively engaged in studying these kills at this moment. 
Because of this activity and because intra-.and interstate meetings 
on Potomac and Chesapeake Fish Kills are still underway with large amounts 
of field and laboratory data to be gathered and analyzed it is not possi­
ble at this time to prepare a final report. It is hoped that this interim 
report will be adoquate until a final one is possible. 
Chronology - The following list of events is provided in order to 
recapitulate our activities in this project.
24-25 June 1963 -
1 ,July 1963 -
The Potomac Fish Disaster evidently occurred in 
the area lying between the mouth of Port Tobacco 
River and the Potomac River Bridge or thereabouts. 
The Virginia Institute of Marine Science was 
notified of the 11kill". 
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2 July 1963 -
9 July 1963 -
16 July 1963 -
J.8 July 1963 -
22 July 1963 -
31 July 1963 -
6 August 1963 -
7 August 1963 -
12 August 1963 -
21 August 1963 -
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(The Maryland Water Pollution Commission learned 
of this problem first on the 28th of June 1963.) 
A VIMS Marine Technician was dispatched to the 
scene. Studies by VIMS and others ensued. 
Letter from VIMS to Mr. Robert Norris, Executive 
Secretary of the Potomac River Fisheries Commission 
presenting VIMS analysis of the Potomac disaster. 
Copies were sent to the Governor 1 s Office and to 
other state and District of Columbia agencies. 
Meeting with Governor Harrison and representatives 
of the affected localities and agencies. Governor 
Harrison appointed a committee consisting of 
Messrs. Meredith and Paessler, Commissioner Hick­
man and Dr. Hargis. 
The committee met at the Virginia Institute of 
Marine Science to consider the problem and plan 
action. In interim Governor Tawes appointed a 
similar study committee in Maryland which included 
people from the District of Columbia. 
Dr. Hargis, Chairman of the Virginia Committee, 
attended a meeting of the Committee to Coordinate 
Studies of Fish Mortality in the Potomac River and 
Other Maryland Tidal Waters as Virginia's represent­
ative. Dr. Hargis was appointed to the subcommittee 
--one of the few Virginians ever to serve on a 
Maryland committee. (A copy of the minutes is 
appended.) 
Chairman attended meeting of Potomac River Fish­
eries Commission to discuss problems with that 
body. 
Meeting in Washington by the interstate sub­
committee to consider information necessary to 
solve mortality problems. 
Second meeting of the Virginia Committee at the 
Institute. 
Second meeting with the Maryland Committee at 
which further data and ideas were exchanged and 
committee reports submitted. 
Final(?) Interstate meeting. 
During this period, field and laboratory work 
directed to understanding 11fish kills" in the 
Potomac and other rivers has been going on and 
data a1"e being gathered for analysis. Two of our 
vessels were on the Potomac for a week. 
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Results, Tentative Conclusions, and Recommendations 
As a result of these deliberations and researches the following 
interim statements and recommendations are possible: 
1, The 1963 Potomac fish kill was one of the largest on record. 
However the preliminary samples indicate that considerable 
numbers of white perch and other fishes are still present in 
the Potomac River. Therefore, the fish populations, themselves, 
were probably not seriously affected, 
2. The chief economic cost was in loss of receipts from tourists
and campers and other people interested in beach and water
recreation. This loss was significant and very serious to
communities and areas such as Colonial Beach and Potomac Beach,
etc.
3, It is impossible to positively state the cause or causes at 
this time but the evidence still points to unfavorable water 
(environmental) conditions resulting from the long, dry, hot 
weather and severe algal blooms with associated low oxygens 
as the initial or chief contributing causes of the Potomac 
fish kill, 
4. The heavy algal blooms were undoubtedly largely due to enrich­
ment or overfertilization of the upper Potomac estuary by
treated wastes and some untreated wastes from the Greater
Metropolitan Washington area and the communities below on both
sides of the Potonac River.
s. The chief importance of this "fish kill11 is that it is probably
symptomatic of poor water quality existing in the upper Potomac,
Even without "kills" recreational and residential property
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values in the area below WasM.ngton are adversely affected by 
the green waters every summer, the period of highest recre­
ational use. This will worsen as the population grows and 
moves downstream as it seems destined to do. Upstream move­
ment of the population will have the same effect. Both Mary­
land and Virginj_a interests will be increasingly seriously 
affected. 
6. Poor water quality and 11ldlls11 will occur every year when
meteorological and hydrographic conditions in the basin are
conductive. The severity will be related to the seve1"ity of
contamination or overfertilization and the stressful environ­
mental conditions.
7. It should be noted that extensive fish mortalities occur in
other rivers and in the Bay which are similar in general nature
to the Potomac mortality. Others, apparently dissimilar, also
occur.
s. Some of these mQj.�talities, for example the 1958 Winter Croaker
Mortality which probably was due to abnormally low water tem­
perature, are massive--destroying whole populations of fish
and causing economic losses to Tidewater amounting to millions.
Thus fisheries, themselves, are often affected by 11 ldlls11 • 
several recommendations are possible at this time: 
1. For the Potomac
a. Methods of removing or making use of the treated wastes
from the Washington, Fairfax, Arlington, Stafford area,
and elsewhere> should be sought by sanitary engineers and
researchers.
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b. The possibility of disposal into the Chesapeake Bay by
pressure pipeline should be investigated. However, this
must be approached with great care and all possible effects
known before a final decision is reached. Research will
be necessary.
cJ Local and state interests should be prepared to physically
remove dead fishes from the economically strategic beaches
and shallow waters as soon after accumulation as possible.
This must be done with dispatch in order to be useful.
Losses at Colonial Beach probably could have been materially
reduced by prompt action.
2. For the Potomac and General Mortality Problems
a. Research into the causes of marine fish mortalities should
be pushed ahead.
b. Studies of contamination by overenrichment and possible
means of alleviating the condition must be hastened.
The agencies involved are planning more adequate research
and management coverage of the problem. Maryland, District
of Columbia and federal groups are also participating in
a coordinated fashion.
Disastez, though it may be, this 11kill11 definitely has been · 
salutory in that it called attention to this special problem in a 
forceful manner. It has also brought Maryland, Virginia and the District 
of Columbia together in a common cause. This and other difficulties 
in Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries will have to be approached in
this unified fashion. 
15 August 1963 
Respectfully submitted, 
William J. Hargis, Jr. 
Chairman of the Committee 
APPENDIX B 
Part 1 
Report of the Subcommittee on Research to the Whole Committee, 
the subcommittee consisting of: 
l. Mr. Keith Fry, ICPRB
2. Dr. Donald W. Pritchard, CBI
3. Dr, William J. Hargis, Jr., VIMS
met in Mr. Fry's office on 6 August, 1963 
THE FISH KILL PROBLEM IN MARYLAND TIDAL WATERS 
General Statement on Required Research 
By Donald W. Pritchard 
This statement represents a part of the report of the sub­
committee on research of the Committee to Coordinate Studies of 
Fish Mortality in the Potomac River and other Maryland Tidal 
Waters. Dr. William Hargis is preparing a more detailed outline 
of the required research efforts. This general statement is 
intended to present the basic concepts which should be pursued 
in such a research effort. 
At the time of the Committee's first meeting on 26 July, 
1963, the major fish kill in the Potomac River had probably 
ceased, or at least had been interrupted. A kill had started and, 
at this writing, appears to have ceased in the Patuxent, and now 
an extensive kill is in progress in the upper Chesapeake Bay. 
Environmental monitoring has continue in the Potomac estuary, and 
there are indications that, given a week or so of hot, calm 
weather, the kill there may be resumed. However, the pertinent 
fact is that there are extensive kills now in other Maryland tidal 
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waters. Past experience shows that spring and summer kills occur 
widely in the Bay and tributary waters, and hence any research 
program should be directed to the general problem of fish kills in 
Maryland tidal waters, and not be restricted to the area that was 
hardest hit at the time of the appointment of the Committee. It 
is probable that there are at least several causes of fish kills 
in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributary estuaries, with different 
combinations of causes operating at different times in the same 
area, and in different locations at the same time. Thus it is 
likely that the fish kill problems in a given area, such as the 
Potomac estuary, will be most rapidly and effectively understood 
if taken as part of an overall study of fish kills in Maryland 
tidal waters. 
Fish kills have been occurring in Maryland for many years--
probably even before colonial settlement of the area. Environmental 
data have been collected over a number of decades. Yet today we 
cannot positively relate fish kills to environmental conditions. 
The reason for this is that there has been no continuing and 
adequately supported program directed specifically toward the 
problem of fish kills. A considerable amount of environmental 
data has been collected for the purpose of understanding the 
general estuarine nclimatology. 11 Other environmental data 
have been obtained on programs designed to study specific 
phenomena such as largc-s�alc circulation, turbulent diffusion, 
or the detailed distribution of chemical properties in Baltimore 
Harbor. The basic difficulty is that it i� not possible to 
develop a single observational program which will serve to supply 
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data satisfactory for all, or even for several, of the many specific 
problems of importance. We now have reasonably good general 
environmental data for the description of the overall character 
of the Chesapeake estuarine system. Adequate progress on 
solution of specific problems will depend on the development 
of observational programs directed toward each such specific 
problem. 
The procedure which must be followed to assure a reasonable 
chance of successful solution of the fish kill problem is as 
follows: 
(1) On the basis of the preliminary and somewhat general
information available, several alternate hypotheses or com-
bination of hypotheses should be developed. 
(2) These hypotheses then provide the questions which must
be asked of the environment and of the organisms living in 
the environment. 
(3) Field studies and laboratory research should be
designed to most effectively answer these questions. 
No single, overall program, either in the field or in the 
laboratory, can be designed to obtain data which will satisfac­
torily answer all the questions which will a!ise from the hypo­
theses which can now be developed. Modern methods of experimen-
tal design must be utilized in developing the field and labora­
tory programs required to answer each specific question. In many cases it will be 
found that considerable overlap in the required 
procedures will occur from one question to another, and hence it 
:ts J.ikely that combined programs suitable to answer two, or per­
haps several, of the questions may be possible. However, in 
some cases quite different procedures will be required, and it is 
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dr,,\ht--�,,,- -bh.:\'t- manpower or funds will be av.:dJ.:i.ble to pursue all 
hypotheses simultaneou�,�·· 
It must also be recognized in such a search as this that 
negative answers are of considerable value. Thus, considerable 
effort may be expended toward answering the questions posed by a 
given hypothesis, only to ultimately find that the fish kills do 
not result from the combination of events envisaged by that par­
ticular hypothesis. This should not be considered wasted 
research. We are at a stage now where only properly designed and 
adequate studies can prove or disprove any one of a number of 
possible causes for fish kills. The finding that something is 
not a cause is at this stage almost as valuable as the finding 
that something is a cause, since we can be reasonably certain 
that there is not just a single or even specific limited number 
of causes. 
The research programs as they develop should involve close 
relationships between field and laboratory studies. It is pro­
posed that the several research laboratories on the Bay should 
act in concert in developing concise statements of the various 
alternate hypotheses, and in forming the questions which must be 
answered in order to prove or disi;:r.ove each specific hypothesis. 
On the basis of the character of each of the questions, and the 
specific facilities and manpower available at the different 
laboratories, assignments of responsibility for each of the 
specific questions would be made among the laboratories. A 
strong case for adequate and continuing funding needs to be made 
in order that the several laboratories might carry out such 
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assigned responsibilities. 
In regard to the need for funding, it should be pointed out 
that existing personnel at the several laboratories are committed 
to on-going research programs which, in their own way, have equal 
importance to the fish kill problem. Many of these on-going pro­
grams are in fact contributing basic knowledge which will be of 
value in the final solution to the fish kill problem. However, 
the successful pursuit of the fish kill problem requires specific 
personnel u.t each laboratory be assigned to a long term continu­
ing research effort directed tm·mrd the solution of this specific 
problem. 
_J 
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Part 2 
COMMITTEE TO COORDINATE STUDIES OF FISH MORTALITY IN 
THE POTOMAC AND OTHER MARYLAND TIDAL WATERS 
The problem of what information (knowledge) is necessary in 
order to (1) know what factor or factors are responsible for the 
various fish kills that occur in the Chesapeake Bay and its tribu­
taries and (2) what might be done to alleviate or eliminate them 
as economic detriments was considered. The subcommittee also 
reviewed the known details of the Potomac River Fish Kill and 
associated activities in an effort to (1) exchange information, 
(2) determine, if possible, the cause or causes, (3) determine
what clues experience with this specific incident would offer to 
the eventual understanding of the overall problem of fish kills, 
and (4) make recommendations strictly pertaining to the Potomac. 
PREFACE 
Fish kills, at times sizable ones, have occurred in marine 
waters since prehistoric times--since fish evolved millions of 
years ago, Obviously, in prehistorical times man and his activi­
ties were involved little, if at all, in these mass mortalities. 
Even in colonial times it is difficult to believe that, except 
perhaps for siltation caused by homesteading, foresting and 
farming practices, n.an added appreciably to this problem, How­
ever as the population has grmm and society has industi'ialized 
and new techniques and materials have been developed and util­
ized, the possibility, indeed the likelihood of his interfering 
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with 11natura1i· processes and thus causing problems has increased. 
Contamination of inland and estuarine waterways is a fact. 
(It is notm·10rthy that thou(fh their number is decreasing 
there are still some waterv;ays whose activities ar� little affected 
by contamination.) 
It should also be noted that the same natural factors opera-
ting to cause fish kills in pre-colonial times operate today. Some 
of these factors are: (1) stresses caused by overcrowding, (2) 
epidemics within populations, and (3) stresses caused by 
11 natural" abnormal environmental conditions. Actually, all may 
interact to cause mortality. 
Increasingly, there appears to be interaction between these 
natural causes and man-caused contamination producing larger and 
more frequent kills. 
Viewed dispassionately "fish killsn probably do not usually 
affect the overall number of fishes significantly; indeed, they 
may be beneficial in relieving 11overcrowdingn in some instances. 
However', 11 massive killsn may ruin an entire sport and com­
mercial fishe1..,y. For example, natural conditions (extreme cold) 
causing massive mortalities among young croakers and spot popula­
tions are believed to be responsible for the current lack of these 
fishes in Chesapeake Bay and off the coasts of Chile and Peru. 
TTEl Nino" obliterates the herring and herring-like fishes off of 
South America occasionally. 
In the estuaries of Maryland and Virginia, heavily populated as 
they are 1·fish kills11 usually cause severe economic losses, 
mostly because of aesthetic conditions. Dead fish floating in 
windrcws in the water or mounded on the beach are obnoxious. 
They may not only cause problems to industrial and civic water 
users but chase bathers, fishermen and boaters out of the water 
and tourists and campers off the shore lines. The inevitable 
publicity keeps many others away. 
11 Fish killsn may be symptomatic of other existing or develop-
ing conditions which are far more serious in import. They may 
indicate or presage development of conditions so poor that an 
entire waterway is adversely affected or ruined for all users, 
communities, industries, homeowners, resort owners, shippers, 
boaters, fishermen, bathers and other recreationalists. In this 
sense fish populations may serve as natural indicators of water 
quality. 
Regardless of the cause (s) of these recurring nfish kills," 
it is important for us to understand them. Only with understanding 
will control become possible. In addition we must know the 
causes in order to gauge the severity of the problem. Further-
more, unless these natural and 11 unnatural II fish mortali tie:;; are 
comprehended, we are limited in assessment of the role of fishing 
pressures on population fluctuations and consequently in ability 
to adequately manage the fisheries. 
Knowledge Impo1 ... tant to Understanding Fish Mortalities 
Certain basic and/or preliminary information is necessary 
before real headway in understanding most 11 fish kills•1 can be
made. This involves: 
1. Up-to-date knowledge of the geographical location and
characteristics of all sources of contamination.
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2. Knowledge of the operations of other factors associated
\·Jith man ts marine activities such as sport and commercial
fishing·, engineering and military operations, i.e.,
dredging and blasting and spoil disposal.
3. Detailed data on the meteorological conditions prevail-
ing over the watershed.
4. Knowledge of the detailed hydrography of the areas involved.
In estuaries, knowledge of the features in all dimensions,
lateral, longitudinal and vertical, is important--estuaries
are not homogeneous.
In many respects general knowledge of the hydrog·raphy 
of the various tidal tributaries and the Bay itself is 
is available now. Unfortunately, certain specific areas, 
for example the upper portions of many tributaries have 
not been studied properly, and adequately detailed local 
lmowJ.edge of very few places is available. In many cases 
the upper portions of our estuaries are the sites of large 
population centers and hence focal points of trouble . 
General knowledge of estuarine circulation aids in 
the understanding of localized problems but only inti-
mate acquaintance with local hydrographic features will 
afford the understand:.ng necessary to determine what will 
happen within a small area when contaminants are 
introduced or what has caused fish kills. 
For some Chesapeake Bay tributaries considerable 
scattered information is extant. This should be brought 
together and analyzed. With these and other data as a 
base, further oceanographic studies can and must be 
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designed and pursued. 
Newer techniques of analyses should be brou:;jht 
into play. Continuous or nearly continuous monitoring 
systems should be installed and development o:f adequate 
personnel, vessel and instrumentation be pushed. 
Analogue and digital computer systems and techniques 
should be utilized. 
5. Biological Environrnent--Like all other living populations,
:fishes must cope with biological as well as physical
phenomena. In several waters of the world blooms of
microscopic planktonic algae (in this case dinoflagel-
lates) called 11red tidesn cause toxic mortalities.
Others cause clogging of the gills. Still others,
phytoplankters, servinf;" as food actually nourish fishes
and cause them to concentrate in a 11 bloom area 11 • 
Red waters occur every summer in Chesapeake Bay 
waters. Indications that these 11 blooms11 are involved 
in mortalities of fish and other marine animals are 
faii'.'ly strong. 
Fishes are undoubtedly subjected to starvation and 
nutritional diseases. More must be known about these 
aspects. Like other animals, fishes harbor parasites, 
tapewm."ms, flukes, protozoans, bacteria, viruses. The 
role of these organisms in fish mortalities must be 
known before other factors can be analyzed fully. 
6. Normal macro- and micrornorphology of fishes themselves.
In order to recognize clearly the morphological effects
7. 
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of debilities caused by the various factors listed above, 
it is necessary to understand the normal cytology, 
histology and internal and external morphology. Without 
these data, accurate diagnosis is not possible. Unfor-
tunately this vital knowledge is not available for 
most estuarine and marine species. Libraries of normal 
tissue materials must be accumulated and adequate cyto­
logical, histological and anatomicul-stt1dies �arried outc 
These things must be .accomplished for both adult and early 
stages. 
With these data comparisons and studies of abnor-
malities produced by the various pathological materi-
als, etc. will be possible. Indicator species, i.e., 
species of especial sensitivity or resistance or which 
represent major groups most adequately, should be selec­
ted and studied first in order to reduce the time necessary 
to secure useful data. 
Normal Physiology 
E)(tensive studies of tre physiology of normal adult and 
juvenile fishes and their embryos should be carried out. 
Only with the knowledge thus generated will responses 
to abnormal environmental conditions be adequately 
recognized. Behavi011al' studies should also be conducted 
for many of the same reasons. Again, selected indicator 
species should be studied first to conserve time and 
assure rapid results. 
8. Distribution and abundance of fish and fishes.
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It is obviously necessary to kho <;; something about the 
abundance, location and movements of fish populations. 
Only with such data can the significance of ilfish 
kills1 ; be assessed. For example, overcrowded popula-
tions are often under stress and as a result succumb 
readily to diseases and unfavorable environmental 
conditions. Overcrowding, undernourishment and disease 
undoubtedly make the populations so stressed less resis-
tant to unfavorable physical changes in the environment. 
As can be seen, much basic work in the field and 
laboratory is necessary. This work should be \·Jell-
supported and vigorously pushed. Since much of it is of 
long· term nature, it should be begun at once and allowed 
(made) to proceed without interruption by less signifi-
cant matters. 
Resume' of Procedures to Follow in the Field Studies 
and Information Necessary to Understand Fish Kills 
The \·JOrk suggested above will provide the basic background 
data necessary to determine the caus;es of 11fish killsn and suggest 
methods of controlling them. Though much of this must be done in 
the laboratory, it will be unavoidable for some time to come for 
"mass mortalities 11 to be followed in the field. Hopefully, as 
more is learned from this crude, "after-the-fact 11 field work, we 
will begin to be able to read the hydrographical and biolog·ical 
signs correctly and to anticipate mortalities so they can be 
studied in progress. Anticipatory ability will be necessary if 
nkills1 • are to be avoided. 
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In order to get the most out of each field investigation 
certain procedures (improvements in present procedure) and data 
should be carried out and obtained. 
1. Alarm System-··A better .. alarm system than now exists
2. 
must be developed. Reliable word of 11 fish killsl1 should
be passed to the agencies concerned during or as soon
after the 11ki11n as possible. The groups regularly
patrolling the waters involved, such as the Tidewater
Fisheries Commission, Virginia Commission of Fisheries
and the agency enforcing the motor boat laws, v,here dif­
ferent, are probably the best equipped to sound the
alarm. The public should be encouraged to cooperate
but fishery inspectors and game and fish wardens are
probably best equipped to give reliable warning.
The agencies involved should have internal plans and
facilities (well-planned field kits and procedures)
for effective response to the alarm.
There should be good liaison and adequate planning 
betvJeen the agencies most likely to respond. 
3. General field procedures--regardless of the type of
"l<.ill1 ' certain informntion should be obtained. Data
necessary are:
a. Geographical area involved--location and extent.
b. Quantitative and qualitative nature of nkill11 -­
l1eaningful numbers of fish killed, i.e., count per
unit area of beach 01"' t1ater and an accurate deter­
mination of species involved. Photographs, includ­
ing adequate references, are useful. 
c. Qualitative and quantitative knowledge of live
fish in area of 11kill 11 --using trawls, seines,
gill nets, etc. or other sampling gear. Commercial
and sport fishing- catches should be checked whe:re
available.
d. Sizes and ages of samples (significant portion of
population of dead fish) should be taken and
observed. Field examination of dead and dying
fish for evidence of net damage, hook damage,
explosion damag·e and other features must be made.
Unusual coloration, concentrations of blood at the
bases of the single fins, in the axillae of the
paired fins, in the head area and in and around
the eyes as well ns gas embolisms, pop-eyes, and
bubbly fins, should be noted. Color of the gills,
serving to indicate freshness, must be recorded.
e. As usual all data should be written down or voice
recorded immediately. Colored photographs of
moribund and recently dead fish mig·ht be useful.
f. Unusual features such as concentrations of green,
blue-green or red (red water) algae should be
noted. Numbers of jelly fish, comb jellies Oi.."' 
other unusual characteristics also should be noted.
g. Sizable samples of freshly dead and moribund fishes
should be gathered and :returned to the laboratory
for microbiological-parasitological examination.
Preparation in order of preference is:
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1. Live by far the most useful.
2. Iced, but not immersed in ice water if
avoidable.
3. Quick frozen.
4. Preserved in 10% formalin.
4. Special procedures and information are necessary for
adequate study where specific cause (s) of mortality is
or are suspected strongly. The possible cause (s) are
(more than one may be and usually is involved):
a. Suspected Pathological Condit�ons
Adequate fish specimens are needed for studies of
pathological condi·cions. Samples should include
apparently normal as well as the moribund recently
dead fish mentioned above. Careful autopsies and
biopsies are necessary.
1. Physical debilities
Gas embolisms may be fairly reliably established
by careful autopsy. Should be subjected to
considerable field and laboratory study.
2. Par&sitic diseases
Field and laboratory studies of viral, bacterial,
fungal, algal, protozoan and metazoan diseases-­
their effects, interactions and development in
stress conditions, are necessary.
3. Nutritional diseases--possible significance
should be established.
b. Suspected Detrimental Effects of Natural Environmental
Conditions
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1. Low dissolved o2 •
2 . Toxic effects of Nitrogen or Methane and similar 
materials. 
3. Population Pre.ssures.
4. Red water--toxic effects o� mechanical disruption.
s. Other mortalities produced by natural causes such
as deaths due directly to rapid temperature·in­
creases or decreases must be studied in both field
and laboratory.
6. For these conditions the following data and
information is needed:
(a) Field-...o_u.: ck e;<amination of physical features
of environment for various actually or
potentially important aspects such as o2 , N,
NH4, salinity, temperature, pH should be made.
Plankton sarnples--quantitative and qualitative
should be gathered. Quantitative samples of
fishes must be obtained.
(b) Laboratory
(1) Physiological aspects of all chemical and
physical factors mentioned must be established.
(2) Physiological effects of red water organisms 
on fishes need study. 
c. Pollution or Contamination
1. Putrescibles or secondary 02 depletion due to
primary and secondary pollution.
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(a) Field data to be gathered.
(1) 24 hour DO profiles.
(2) BOD - 24 hour.
(8) Compensation depth.
(4) Organic Seston Biomass.
(5) Benthic populations, quantitative
and qualitative.
(6) Temperature--salinity.
(7) Microanalysis.
�b) Laboratory studies to be made. 
(1) DO tolerances of various organisms
should be established with especial
attention to the interaction of DO
with temperature, salinity and
other p.::rameters
(2) Classisfication of selected estuarine
flora and fauna should be carried out.
Classification might be:
(a) Tolerant
(b) Facultative
(c) Sensitive
2. Toxic Wastes
(a) Industrial \lastes
(1) metals
(a) Field
i. Water Samples - complete analysis.
ii. Benthic surveys after 11killsn and 
especially continuous surveys to 
d. 
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establish baselines. 
(b) Laboratory
Toxicity bioassays--on different stages
under different conditions of T & s, etc.
and stress.
(2) Organics - Carbon Filter samples
Same as for metals, both laboratory and field.
(b) Pesticides and fertilizers.
(l)Same as for above.
(2)Use carbon filter on water samples to be
analyzed for hydrocarbons.
(3)Benthic samples, quantitative and qualitative.
(4)0ther
(It will be necessary in this to have some
understanding of the relationship between
suspensoids, sediments and toxic materials.)
Thermal Contamination 
(1) Field - Temperature profiles.
(2) Laboratory - Studies of thermal tolerance-­
especially in reference to other parameters
and stresses.
e.. Silt 
(1) Field--sedimentation samples.
(2) Laboratory--silt tolerance studies.
f. Fishery caused mortalities and accidents
(1) Field--Examine specimens for net marks and hook
marks and other characteristics. Note species
composition of the dead fish. If suspicious,
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check on local fisheries. (Often menhaden are 
cast adrift to prevent capsize of fishing boats. 
Pound net catches are often discarded.) 
(Studies of the mode of sinking and floating of 
dead fish would be useful in all this work. 
g. Other
(1) Explosions
(a) Field and Laboratory
Examine fish and determine incidence of
explosions if e;cplosion damage is indicated.
E�rther Conclusions and Recommendations 
In all of this effort to understand and eventually control mass 
mortalitities of fishes (where necessary) it is important to realize 
that valuable ongoing programs on research should not be interrupted 
for 1i fire-fighting 11 or field survey work.
In order to accomplish results and not disrupt important 
research in being-, emergency research groups are necessary. These 
groups could be prepared to function in emergency research pro­
jects like 11fish killsn and othe1� mortality conditions and conduct 
short-term field and laboratory research on the side. 
They will: 
1. Conduct continuous and frequent surveys of physical and
biological conditions.
2. Study special conditions such as 11fish killsn oil spillages
and other contamination reports.
Also techniques used in analysis will have to be cross-checked 
and intercalibrated. New field and laboratory equipment will have 
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to be developed to enable work of the type needed. 
Certain foreign literature should be accumulated and, where 
necessary, translated. Other countries have longstanding experience 
with pollutional problems, etc. 
As far as current practices and programs are concerned some 
improvements can readily be made which will materially benefit 
the research effort: 
These are: 
1. The Potomac Sampling Program of the various Metropolitan
District of Columbia agencies can be made much more use­
ful by sampling at four or five depths (2', 10', 20',30',
40') at each station from Washington to Maryland Point
( ..:ewer stations could be run to g·et the additional separate
samples). Samples should be processed and recorded
separately. Samples thus obtained and processed will be
much more useful to scientists and sanitary engineers
alike.
2. The simple alarm and field procedures recommended above
should be put into effect.
3. It should be possible by examining the data now in hand
to anticipate, in certain measure, conditions and places
likely to cause or expe1"ience trouble. Monitoring of
these conditions and m::>eas could be instituted when
climatological and hydrological condit1ons so indicate.
Though necessity for additional study is, all too frequently, 
the majn conclusion of study groups such as this, unfo1..,tunately, 
jn this case it is the only accurate appraisal possible. We do 
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not have the information necessary to determine the causes of 
17 fish kills11 or recorrmend adequate :remedies for; if we did, the 
problem under study would not exist--but it does. 
Respectfully submitted, 
William J. Hargis, Jr • 
